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ABSTRACT 

While scholars have examined the life and literature of twentieth-century American artist 

and writer Zelda Fitzgerald, many have failed to recognize her artistic production as the mode of 

creative expression that most effectively and maturely communicated her shifting notions of 

body, gender, performance, and identity. In this thesis, I argue that Fitzgerald’s figural artworks 

hold the key to understanding how her conceptions of self evolved. My research builds upon 

existing scholarship that considers Fitzgerald’s life through the lens of performance, but I 

diverge from literary studies that interpret her written work as her most authoritative narrations 

of identity. Rather, I suggest that by using the tools that were most accessible to her, that is 

painting and drawing, Fitzgerald began to challenge the standards of ideal femininity to which 

she had been expected to adhere. By chronologically tracing her subversions, obliterations, and 

reclamations through a close examination of her figural paintings, I reveal Fitzgerald’s intimate 

interactions with visual production as well as the autobiographical and performative functions of 

her artistry.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In an interview entitled “Children of the Alabama Judiciary” published in the 

Montgomery Advertiser in March 1911, ten-year-old Zelda Fitzgerald (then Sayre) (1900-1948) 

was asked a number of questions about her interests and hobbies, including if she enjoyed music. 

“She likes drawing and painting better,” the interviewer recounted, “and [she] was emphatic in 

her opinion that when she was a grown woman she was going to give picture recitals instead of 

musicals.”1 Revealing not only her early penchant for creation, Fitzgerald’s childhood musings 

foreshadowed the interrelationship between performance and artistic expression that would 

manifest throughout her adult life. In this thesis, I investigate Fitzgerald’s “picture recitals” and 

argue that her artistic production, in particular her figural works, are sites of self-exploration, 

expression, and reclamation.  

Reared in the tradition of the Southern belle and mythologized in her husband’s fiction, 

Fitzgerald was no stranger to the art of performance. In her semi-autobiographical novel Save Me 

the Waltz, she writes that “she had been [born] with no interpretation of herself . . . and [wanted] 

to be told what she [was] like.”2 Fitzgerald’s perceived lack of self-interpretation is in keeping 

with the nature of gender and identity as theorized by Judith Butler and Simone de Beauvoir in 

which one is born without an “essence” and acquires a sense of gendered personhood through the 

 
1 “Children of the Alabama Judiciary,” The Montgomery Advertiser, March 26, 1911. Cited in Matthew J. Bruccoli, 
Scottie Fitzgerald Smith, and Joan P. Kerr, The Romantic Egoists (New York: Scribner’s Sons, 1974), 40 and 
Carolyn Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration: The Art of Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald,” Master’s thesis, University of 
South Carolina, 1994, 14.  
2 Zelda Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings of Zelda Fitzgerald (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 
1991), 11. The protagonist modeled after Fitzgerald is named Alabama Beggs.  
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performance of self. The social proprieties of early-twentieth-century conservative Southern 

culture certainly informed Fitzgerald’s adolescent feminine development, and her nascent 

interactions with white, middle-class masculinity would continue to define her gender 

performance after her marriage to then up-and-coming author F. Scott Fitzgerald in 1920. 

Following their nuptials, Fitzgerald was thrust onto the world stage and simultaneously acquired 

several defining titles including “flapper,” “wife-of,” and “mother” (following the birth of her 

daughter Scottie in 1921). She articulated these “acts” in her short story “What Became of The 

Flappers,” declaring that “flapperdom is a necessary brief period in a young woman’s 

development that will better prepare her to be safely settled as a wife and mother. I believe in the 

flapper as an artist in her particular field, the art of being—being young, being lovely, being an 

object.”3 At once, Fitzgerald acknowledged the active role that she played in embracing and 

perpetuating the normative standards of white, middle-class femininity that constituted her 

identity formation and her enacted gender performances–such as being young, beautiful, uxorial, 

and maternal. However, she also recognized (and would later resist) the objectification that such 

an adherence to historically and culturally determined gender roles often produces. Nevertheless, 

the acquisition of identity and essence is not fixed, and Fitzgerald’s understanding of the 

“periods” of one’s life is consistent with Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s assertion that “the body is 

[not only] an historical idea but a set of possibilities to be continually realized.”4  

Likewise, Fitzgerald began to grow disillusioned with her previous acts, particularly 

those of spousal muse and mother, and in 1927 began training to become a professional ballerina 

in what is often described as a fervid pursuit of autonomy. Ironically, in mounting the stage as a 

 
3 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 398.  
4 Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist Theory,” 
Theatre Journal 40, no. 4 (December 1988): 521.  
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ballerina–an exemplar of performative spectacle subjected to strict body regimentation–she 

began her journey of emancipation. She simultaneously challenged her previous performances as 

“object,” while also revealing the hardships that such a performance of idealized femininity like 

ballet entails.5 Practicing by the ballet barre and studying her reflection in the mirror for three 

years, Fitzgerald grew weary of the “burden of reflect[ing]” ideal femininity that “sleeping with 

the men and imitating the women” had long since demanded.6 Owing to her rigorous ballet 

training, however, Fitzgerald’s physical and mental health began to deteriorate, and following 

her first breakdown in 1930, much of the remaining eighteen years of her life would be spent in 

psychiatric hospitals. In these early years of mental health treatment and female “re-education” 

(treatment for her initial diagnosis of homosexuality), Fitzgerald expressed her anxieties 

regarding her inchoate disavowal of stylized womanhood, writing to her husband that she was 

losing her identity without men.7  

It was during this period of transition, however, that she began to write her own 

emancipatory “script” (to borrow Butler’s language). Scott deemed Fitzgerald’s textual 

expression, vis-à-vis her novel Save Me the Waltz (1932), an impingement on his masculinity. 

Yet, he did not feel threatened by her artistic production and encouraged these pursuits.8 By 

taking up a culturally sanctioned activity such as painting, Fitzgerald enacted a form of 

subversion later described by Butler as “a taking up of the [master’s] tools where they lie.”9 

 
5 Kristana Arp, “Beauvoir’s Concept of Bodily Alienation,” in Feminist Interpretations of Simone de Beauvoir, ed. 
Margaret A. Simons (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995), 170.  
6 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 195, 111. Simone Weil Davis, Living Up to the Ads: Gender Fictions of the 
1920 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2000), 161-162.  
7 F. Scott Fitzgerald and Zelda Fitzgerald, Dear Scott, Dearest Zelda: The Love Letters of F. Scott and Zelda 
Fitzgerald (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2002), 142.  
8 Kathryn Lee Seidel, Alexis Wang, and Alvin Y. Wang, “Performing Art: Zelda Fitzgerald’s Art and the Role of 
the Artist,” The F. Scott Fitzgerald Review 5 (2006): 161.   
9 Marvin Carlson, Performance: A Critical Introduction (London: Routledge, 2019), 219-220. Here, Butler re-
interprets Audra Lorde’s notion of “the master’s tools.” 
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Marvin Carlson interprets this statement, adding that “[Butler] suggest[s] the operations of much 

modern resistant performance, the taking up of whatever tools the culture offers and employing 

them to work in a different direction.”10 Interestingly, Fitzgerald cast Scott as a painter in her 

novel, and I argue that by practicing the sanctioned activities of painting and drawing (her 

master’s tools) to explore her corporeality and relationship to performance and ideal femininity, 

she operated within the framework of gendered constraints while also destabilizing these 

categories. Because Fitzgerald’s artistry did not pose any apparent threat, she was able to take 

possession of her image and illustrate her lived experiences in a way that only she could 

censor.11  

I will not use the traditional multiple-chapter structure to organize this thesis, but I will 

follow the formatting of a journal-style article and use headings rather than chapter divisions. 

Because I interpret Fitzgerald’s artworks as reflections of a life-long evolving performance of 

gender and self, a continuous narrative (rather than finite chapter breaks) best serves my 

purposes and is conducive to my writing and storytelling needs. In keeping with the spirit of both 

Fitzgerald’s childhood wish to put on picture recitals and her love of storybook scenes evident 

throughout her artistic production, the title of each heading is taken from an apposite Mother 

Goose nursery rhyme.12  

 
10 Ibid., 219. 
11 Linda Nochlin, “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” ARTnews 69, no. 9 (January 1971): 22-39, 67-
71. Historically, painting was a male-dominated pursuit. Until the twentieth-century, women were largely 
discouraged and/or prevented from practicing art professionally. Linda Nochlin declared in her 1971 essay that as a 
result of the barriers that women faced in the field, there had been no great female artists. Perhaps Scott deemed 
painting a less threatening activity because by wielding the brush, women could not typically surpass the successes 
of man.  
12 Each heading title is taken from a nursery rhyme, and I use wordplay to allude to the section’s ensuing narrative. 
For example, section two entitled “Hush Little Baby, Don’t Say a Word” foreshadows the pressures that Fitzgerald 
faced as a child/teenager in Montgomery to silently conform to conservative notions of acceptable femininity. 
Section three entitled “Jack and Jill Went Up a Hill” opens with the Fitzgeralds’ marriage in New York City, but 
their wedded bliss would soon come tumbling down as Fitzgerald began to be molded in accordance with Scott’s 
univocal construction of the flapper. Next, Fitzgerald’s growing disillusionment with the institution of motherhood 
is central to section four entitled “When the Bough Breaks the Cradle Will Fall.” Section five entitled “Ring Around 
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The central aim of this thesis is to examine how Fitzgerald’s artistic production was the 

medium through which she illustrated her shifting notions of self, and an in-depth examination of 

selected figural works will catalyze (and contextualize) my subsequent discussions of 

Fitzgerald’s life and identity. My analysis of Fitzgerald’s paintings will be organized 

chronologically, starting with her earliest interactions with archetypal masculinity through 

(roughly) the end of her life. Although many are undated, her artworks generally adhere to a 

similar chronological organization. Fitzgerald did not create art with any regularity until the 

1930s, so I first reflect on her adolescent development as a Southern belle and the cultural 

influences that initiated the formation of a performative identity. After entering the arena of 

societal performance in Montgomery, Fitzgerald’s marriage to Scott further thrust her onto the 

world stage as she became the embodiment of youth, beauty, and modernity. Reginald Marsh’s 

1922 “Greenwich Village Follies” overture curtain (fig. 10) and W.E. Hill’s illustrated book 

covers for Scott’s novels including This Side of Paradise (1920) (fig. 5), The Beautiful and 

Damned (1922) (fig. 6), and Flappers and Philosophers (1920) (fig. 7) are key works that 

contributed to the development of Fitzgerald’s fictive, idealized identity as a flapper. Fitzgerald’s 

espousal of flapperdom would later be displayed in her proposed book cover for The Beautiful 

and Damned (fig. 9) in which her presentation of the female body adhered to projected 

masculine interpretations of femininity.   

The evolution from Southern belle to flapper offered a more straightforward transition 

than the jarring shift from partygoing to parenthood, and two works by Fitzgerald, Nursing 

 
the Rosy” details Fitzgerald’s years of intensive dance training that soon led to a painful fall. As explored in section 
six, “All the King’s Horses and All the Kings Men” could not put Fitzgerald together again. After three years of 
ballet training, Fitzgerald experienced a mental and physical breakdown that Scott and many male doctors could not 
remedy with their misguided diagnoses. Finally, as title seven predicts, “She Have Music Wherever She Goes;” 
inspired by children’s stories and the spectacle of the Ballets Russes, Fitzgerald’s performative identity endured 
through visual production. 
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Mother with Red Blanket (fig. 12) and Nursing Mother with Blue Blanket (fig. 13), illustrate 

Fitzgerald’s growing disconnection from the social institution of motherhood. Yearning for 

autonomous recognition and success, Fitzgerald would later turn to ballet. However, because this 

art form requires complete regimentation of the body, Fitzgerald found herself at the junction 

between expression and repression. When read autobiographically, Ballerinas (fig. 14), 

Ballerinas Dressing (fig. 15), and Circus (fig. 16) showcase the pure physicality of the body. 

During this time, the body was charged with dispelling the masculine gaze and bearing the brunt 

of Fitzgerald’s subversions of objectification as she longed for emancipation from corporeal 

judgement. As a result, I suggest that she would obliterate the figural body in her artistic 

production. Such a phenomenon that I deem both purposeful and highly subversive is depicted in 

Muscular Nudes (fig. 18), Three Ballerinas (fig. 19), Female Figure with Flowers (fig. 20), 

Standing Nude (fig. 23), and Muscular Nude (fig. 24). Fitzgerald’s dispersal of the body was met 

with disapproval, and following her physical and mental breakdown, she was soon 

institutionalized and deemed in need of “re-education.” Two works on paper created while at 

Phipps Clinic, Le Sport (fig. 26) works to subvert the anxieties of her shifting relationship with 

masculinity, while Girl Mystary (fig. 31) celebrates freedom from the confinements of the flesh. 

Looking to further engage with performative expression, Fitzgerald began to identify with 

characters from a multitude of storybook scenes. Among the many children’s scenes that 

Fitzgerald painted, her Alice in Wonderland series (figs. 44-49) transforms into painted stage sets 

and showcases her lasting desire to perform.  

Much of the published scholarship on Fitzgerald can be grouped into two categories: 

biographical and literary analyses. Nancy Milford’s groundbreaking biography, Zelda (1970), 

was published at the height of the American second-wave feminist movement and calls for the 
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appreciation of Fitzgerald as an individual entity separate from her husband’s legacy.13 Milford’s 

work can be credited with introducing Fitzgerald to a new generation of women eager to support 

and appreciate her autonomous artistry and personhood. Similarly, Kendall Taylor’s Sometimes 

Madness is Wisdom (2001), Sally Cline’s Zelda Fitzgerald: Her Life in Paradise (2002), and 

Linda Wagner-Martin’s Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald: An American Woman’s Life (2004) present rich 

biographical accounts of Fitzgerald’s life.14 Because of Scott’s literary fame, much research has, 

as an extension, been dedicated to Fitzgerald’s writings, particularly her semi-autobiographical 

novel Save Me the Waltz. Michelle Payne’s “Zelda Fitzgerald, Anorexia Nervosa and Save Me 

the Waltz” investigates Fitzgerald’s novel through the lens of body dysmorphia, and Simone 

Weil Davis’s Living Up to the Ads: Gender Fictions of the 1920s (2000) considers Save Me the 

Waltz alongside notions of performativity and identity creation through the language of 

advertisement.15 In her unpublished dissertation, “Asymptotic Autobiography: Fairy Tales as 

Narrative Map in the Writing of Zelda Fitzgerald,” Elisabeth Sharp McKetta also uses Save Me 

the Waltz as her primary text for analysis, and she explores the role of fairy tales in female 

autobiographical writing.16 Deborah Pike’s book entitled The Subversive Art of Zelda Fitzgerald 

(2017) considers the broad scope of Fitzgerald’s written works beyond Save Me the Waltz 

including her magazine writings, letters, minor literature, diary entries, and unpublished novel 

Caesar’s Things.17 Mary E. Wood in “A Wizard Cultivator: Zelda Fitzgerald’s Save Me the 

Waltz as Asylum Autobiography” explores on Fitzgerald’s identity formation when considered 

 
13 Nancy Milford, Zelda (New York: HarperCollins, 2011).  
14 Kendall Taylor, Sometimes Madness is Wisdom (New York: Ballantine Books, 2001). Sally Cline, Zelda 
Fitzgerald: Her Voice in Paradise (London: John Murray, 2002). Linda Wagner-Martin, Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald: An 
American Woman’s Life (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004).  
15 Michelle Payne, “Zelda Fitzgerald, Anorexia Nervosa, and Save Me the Waltz,” Bucknell Review 39 (1995): 39-
56. Weil Davis, Living Up to the Ads.  
16 Elisabeth Sharp McKetta, “Asymptotic Autobiography: Fairy Tales as Narrative Map in the Writing of Zelda 
Fitzgerald,” PhD diss., University of Texas at Austin, 2009. 
17 Deborah Pike, The Subversive Art of Zelda Fitzgerald (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2017).  
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alongside psychiatric discourse, and Rickie-Ann Legleitner examines the text through the lenses 

of motherhood and womanhood.18 However, in spite of the plethora of literature that investigates 

Fitzgerald’s authorship, her artistic production remains largely unexplored.  

Carolyn Shafer’s unpublished thesis entitled “To Spread a Human Aspiration: The Art of 

Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald,” and Peter Kurth and Jane Livingston’s Zelda: An Illustrated Life (1991) 

place Fitzgerald’s artwork at the center of their analyses. Shafer’s thesis offers the most in-depth 

examination of Fitzgerald’s artistic production.19 Second to Shafer’s thesis, Zelda: An Illustrated 

Life is the most comprehensive piece of published literature on Fitzgerald’s art; never before had 

her work been compiled, titled, dated, and printed in full color. Published by Johns Hopkins’ 

Evergreen Museum, Laura Somenzi’s Zelda Fitzgerald: Choreography in Color explores 

Fitzgerald’s art from a distinctly feminist perspective. Somenzi critically engages with feminist 

discourse and analyzes select works that she deems representative of Fitzgerald’s struggle for 

social equality.20 Finally, Kathryn Seidel’s “Performing Art: Zelda Fitzgerald’s Art and the Role 

of the Artist” examines the ways in which Zelda crafted her writing and art around a life of 

performance.21  

My research builds upon existing scholarship that interprets Fitzgerald’s life as 

performative, and I mirror these writings’ autobiographical interpretations of her creative 

production, but I diverge from literary studies that position her written works as the crux of her 

self-realization and identity formation. While her writings offer key insight into the motivations 

 
18 Mary E. Wood, “A Wizard Cultivator: Zelda Fitzgerald’s Save Me the Waltz as Asylum Autobiography,” Tulsa 
Studies in Women’s Literature 11, no. 2 (1992): 247-264. Rickie-Ann Legleitner, “The Cult of Artistry in Zelda 
Fitzgerald’s Save Me the Waltz, The F. Scott Fitzgerald Review 12, no. 1 (2014): 124-142.  
19 Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration.” Peter Kurth and Jane S. Livingston. Zelda: An Illustrated Life (New 
York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, 1991).  
20 Laura Maria Somenzi, Zelda Fitzgerald: Choreography in Color, Baltimore: Evergreen Museum & Library, The 
Johns Hopkins University, 2012, exhibition catalogue.  
21 Seidel, “Performing Art.”  
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behind her artistic production and provide the framework through which a thorough reading of 

her paintings can be conducted, I argue that Fitzgerald’s art reflects her evolving conceptions of 

self and gender and became the locus of her enacted performances. While many of these other 

publications explore Fitzgerald’s womanhood and identity formation, her life and works are not 

typically analyzed through the theoretical lens of gender performativity. Most importantly, there 

has not been an art-historical study conducted on her figural works in isolation.    

Methodologically, I draw upon Simone de Beauvoir’s feminist theories presented in The 

Second Sex and Judith Butler’s theory of gender performativity to contextualize Fitzgerald’s 

lifelong identity formation and performances of self and gender.22 Both theorists propose that 

one is born without an essence, and that one acquires their identity through the repetition of 

performative, gendered acts that are written into the shifting codes of society. There is a potential 

for emancipation that results from acts of subversion within tradition that are capable of 

rewriting society’s “script” (albeit any gendered deviance is typically met with social 

consequence). The writings of Beauvoir and Butler are in many ways complementary, and I draw 

upon both to reinforce my argument that Fitzgerald’s artistic production was performative and 

illustrative of her shifting notions of femininity, gender, and the idealized female body.  

In an essay draft entitled “Choreography of an Idea: Resumé,” Fitzgerald muses on the 

role of the artist, writing, “the subject matter of a painting presents the equivalent of body-

gesture in dancing relative to the whole, the picture, or the dance, as an artistic expression.”23 

 
22 Simone Beauvoir, The Second Sex (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1957).  
23 Zelda Fitzgerald, “Choreography of an Idea: Resumé,” Zelda Fitzgerald Papers, Princeton University Archives, 
box 3, folder 7. Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/ Dearest Zelda, 181. Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Art,” American 
Transcendentalism Web, accessed 02 May 2022, https://archive.vcu.edu/english/engweb/transcendentalism/authors/
emerson/essays/artessay.html#crit. Because Fitzgerald embraced Ralph Waldo Emerson’s theories on art (although 
the extent of her adherence is not known), her comparisons between painting and dance were likely inspired by 
Emerson’s 1841 essay entitled “Art” in which he writes that “painting seems to be to the eye what dancing is to the 
limbs.”  
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Accordingly, I argue that Fitzgerald used the canvas as a stage upon which she explored her 

various evolutions. My application of the terms performance and performativity to Fitzgerald’s 

life and work is twofold: first, I discuss how her artworks served as extensions of her 

performative identity. Further, I examine the various ways that external influences of spectacle 

and performativity shaped Fitzgerald’s stylistic development. Seidel argued that Fitzgerald 

experienced a marked transition from performer to painter, but I assert that her figural artworks 

became the conduit through which her explorations and performances endured.24  

Ultimately, the goal of this project is to bring greater attention to the autobiographical 

and performative implications of Fitzgerald’s artwork, and such an analysis of her figural works 

can reveal insights into her conceptions of self beyond those descriptions offered in her well-

studied literary production. Examining her artworks through the lens of Beauvoir’s and Butler’s 

feminist theories offers the opportunity for an in-depth investigation into the ways that 

performance manifested throughout Fitzgerald’s life and visual production. To conclude, I return 

to the title of this thesis: “Measured on a Sunbeam: Body, Gender, and Performance in Zelda 

Fitzgerald’s Figural Artworks.” In The Second Sex, Beauvoir recounts the gendered myths that 

have informed perceptions of women throughout history, addressing Pythagoras’s declaration 

that “there is a good principle that created order, light, and man and a bad principle that created 

chaos, darkness, and woman.”25 Fitzgerald knew well the gendered biases that had stubbornly 

clung to society since man’s creation. “It’s a man’s world,” she wrote in Save Me the Waltz; with 

this utterance “[she] sighed, measuring herself on a sunbeam.”26 While performing in the 

 
24 Seidel, “Performing Art,” 139. Emerson, “Art.” Emerson’s writings on art proved influential to Fitzgerald; 
consequently, his declaration that “all works of art should not be detached, but extempore performances” further 
justifies my interpretation of Fitzgerald’s artworks as performative. 
25 Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 80.  
26 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 78.   
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spotlight, Fitzgerald was measured against man’s fictive construction of femininity; however, the 

shadow of subversion that she cast was perhaps the most illuminating of all.  
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II. HUSH LITTLE BABY, DON’T SAY A WORD: ADOLESCENCE 
 

In the concluding remarks of the aforementioned Montgomery Advertiser interview with 

ten-year-old Zelda Sayre, interviewer Marie Bankhead Owen expressed that “If [Zelda] were a 

little mister instead of the little lady she is, it would be a safe prediction to forecast that she 

would emulate her father who ranks as one of Alabama’s ablest judges.”27 Such a sentiment 

posed by Bankhead Owen (a leading organizer of the Southern Anti-Suffrage Association) is 

reflective of the sociopolitical environment in which Fitzgerald was raised. While the postbellum 

period (1865-1900) saw an increase of upper-class white women of the Deep South entering into 

the public sphere, a longstanding adherence to the cultural codifications of male dominance and 

female subservience persisted into the twentieth century.28 As a result, the trope of the genteel 

Southern belle would inform Fitzgerald’s adolescent gender development.29 As the youngest of 

six children born to Alabama Supreme Court Judge Anthony Sayre and wife Minnie Machen 

Sayre, Fitzgerald was the embodiment of youthful jocundity and was known to the city of 

Montgomery as an imaginative, mischievous free spirit who roamed the sleepy streets by day 

and danced with dozens of boys at the Country Club by night. Judge Sayre, a quiet and distant 

man described by Fitzgerald as a “living fortress” was firmly positioned at the head of the 

household, with his patriarchal eminence (and protracted absence from familial affairs) reflected 

 
27 “Children of the Alabama Judiciary.”  
28 Caroline E. Janney, Burying the Dead but Not the Past: Ladies’ Memorial Associations and the Lost Cause 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008). Many Southern women entered into the public sphere in the 
context of Confederate memorialization.  
29 Mary Alexandria Fahey, “The Changing Role of Elite Southern Women in the Lower South (1830-1900)” 
Master’s thesis, Georgia State University, 2017), 6.  
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in a mezzotint of Napoleon bidding his wife and child farewell that featured prominently in the 

Sayre living room.30  

Despite the expectations of feminine decorum deemed necessary of Fitzgerald as the 

daughter of a high-ranking judiciary, Minnie did not raise her children in total adherence with 

Southern social proprieties. Accordingly, a young Fitzgerald defied social codes and likened 

herself a tomboy, preferring to keep the company of boys. However, with remarks like those of 

Bankhead Owen qualifying children’s positions in society based on their genders, it is easy to see 

how Fitzgerald “grew into the attributes of femininity,” a phenomenon of socially determined 

maturation that she described in Save Me the Waltz. Having spent many years in Alabama 

herself, her daughter Scottie remarked that “in the South the sense of femaleness is implanted at 

a very young age . . . Southern girls [have] long hair in tumbled curls . . . high heels and fetching 

make-up.”31 Indeed, long established systems of social governance ascribed value to young 

Southern women based on their beauty and familial relations within the upper-class white 

community. Despite a belle’s drawl, her wit was quick, and she conversed fluently in her native 

tongue of sweet nothings and flirtation. Owing to the period’s conservative values, however, a 

proper lady–although always striving to be seen–positioned herself just beyond the reach of 

those captivated by her charm. In spite of her youthful defiance, Fitzgerald witnessed the 

machinations and maneuvers that such an adherence to the performative expectations of 

femininity required of her sisters and peers. Consequently, as she neared puberty, her behavior 

and development evolved in accordance with the codes of belledom as she joined in on the 

dance.32  

 
30 Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 16.  
31 Cline, Her Voice, 33. 
32 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 11.  
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Voted prettiest girl in high school, Fitzgerald soon became cognizant of society’s 

watchful eye, as evident in a poem and accompanying illustration pasted in her childhood 

scrapbook; here she writes, “There once was a rare bird named Zelda, on Perry she skated–and–

fell–da. A man passing by lost his right eye when chancing to gaze he behel-da.”33 Pictured 

alongside her playful poem is a pencil drawing of a long-beaked bird that wears roller skates, 

screeches “all hail the Queen,” and is poised to peck out the eye of the male voyeur (fig. 1). If 

this fictional encounter is indicative of Fitzgerald’s youthful self-effacement, her sentiments 

were soon eclipsed by a developing penchant for coquettish–often shocking–behavior. Having 

been enrolled in ballet classes from the age of nine, a teenage Fitzgerald relished the opportunity 

to dance before large crowds of male suitors—whether it be on top of a table at the Montgomery 

Country Club or on the stage.34 One of these dance performances was reviewed in The 

Montgomery Advertiser, but once again Fitzgerald’s potential was reduced and dismissed 

because of the perceived limitations ascribed to her gender. In this review the critic writes, “she 

might dance like Pavlowa [sic] if her nimble feet were not so busy keeping up with the pace of a 

string of young but ardent admirers set for her.”35 It is fitting, then, that one of these admirers, F. 

Scott Fitzgerald, would first set eyes on his future wife at the Country Club as she performed 

“Dance of the Hours,” a ballet sequence in which light and darkness battle over who will rule the 

sky come dawn.36 Little did Fitzgerald know that as she took the stage that July evening, the 

battle between light and darkness would not cease come morning. On the stage she would remain 

 
33 Zelda Fitzgerald, Scrapbook, Zelda Fitzgerald Papers, Princeton University Archives, box 7.  
34 Cline, Her Voice, 24, 37. 
35 Cited in Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 17.  
36 In 1917, Scott enlisted in the United States Army and was appointed second lieutenant. It was during his garrison 
at Montgomery’s Camp Sheridan that he met Fitzgerald. In “Ballet of the Hours,” the male dancer wears white and 
plays the role of “light” while the female wears black and dances as the embodiment of “darkness.”   
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in continual stylized performance of her femininity, albeit trading in the title of Southern belle 

for that of flapper.37  

  

 
37 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble (New York: Routledge, 1990), 33.  
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III. JACK AND JILL WENT UP THE HILL: THE FORMATION OF THE FLAPPER 

 Fitzgerald’s sudden and impactful entrance into national consciousness was as theatrical 

as any one of her favorite spirited ballets. Thrust onto the world stage after her highly publicized 

marriage to the then up-and-coming author of This Side of Paradise, Fitzgerald soon became the 

embodiment of glamour, vicenarian merriment and spectacle vis-à-vis the post-war modern 

woman known as the flapper.38 The Fitzgeralds ushered in the Jazz Age (a term coined by Scott), 

and during the early 1920s as hemlines were rising and Prohibition was as ineffectual as ever, the 

couple indulged in a life of partying, drinking, and excess. Prior to their nuptials, a besotted 

nineteen-year-old Fitzgerald remarked in her diary that she intended for her marriage to be one 

worth watching, writing that “marriage was created not as a backdrop but to need one. Mine is 

going to be outstanding. It can’t be, shan’t be the setting—it’s going to be the performance, the 

live, lovely, glamorous performance, and the world shall be the setting.”39 However, a decade 

later, Fitzgerald’s anticipatory sentiments written from the safety of her Montgomery home were 

replaced with feelings of disillusionment. She confided years later, “My marriage, after which I 

was in another world, [was] one for which I was not qualified or prepared . . . This story is the 

fault of nobody but me. I believed I was a Salamander.”40 While continuing to conceive of her 

life through the lens of performance, Fitzgerald expressed her dissatisfaction with her own 

 
38 The two wed on April 3, 1920.  
39 Untitled diary entry dated April 24, 1919, cited in Deborah Pike, “Masquerading as Herself”: The Flapper and the 
Modern Girl in the Journalism and Short Fiction of Zelda Fitzgerald, The F. Scott Fitzgerald Review 15 (2017): 131. 
40 Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 29. 
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character development as “a Salamander.”41 Published in 1914, Owen Johnson’s novel The 

Salamander predated the quintessential spirit of flapperdom evoked by Scott in his fiction. Set in 

New York City, heroine Doré Baxter and her group of female friends–who refer to themselves as 

“Salamanders”–capitalize on their beauty and desirability by exploiting men for money and 

materialistic indulgences. Believing themselves akin to the mythical salamanders that could 

remain unscathed by even the fiercest flame, these women rejected the conservative, Victorian 

societies from which they hailed in favor of the trappings of modern, urban femininity. However, 

as the novel progresses, it becomes clear that despite Baxter’s perceived power over men, in 

reality she is bound to and totally reliant upon a system of patriarchal dominance. Certainly a 

performance of feminine identity, the Salamander conformed to displays of womanhood that best 

satisfied male interests and desires. Like the Salamander, the flapper would come to symbolize 

acceptable feminine identity within the binary system of gender categorization. 42 As such, in the 

early 1920s, this system was upheld by Fitzgerald (the first American flapper) and her creator.  

Although the flapper enjoyed unprecedented social freedoms after a liberation from the 

strict moral codes known to previous generations, her image was controlled, curated, and 

stylized, often gracing the covers of popular magazine publications like Life and Smart Set. The 

cover of the October 1925 edition of Life illustrated by artist John Hall Jr. features a stereotypical 

“modern woman” who lights a cigarette while donning bobbed hair, a slim figure, and rouged 

cheeks, all characteristics of idealized femininity vis-à-vis the flapper (fig. 2). Recognized as one 

of the leading inventors of the flapper’s visual persona, Hall Jr. also illustrated the 1923 cover of 

Life on which a young beach-going woman slips the strap of her shirt off of her sunburnt 

 
41 Ibid., 29-36. Kendall Taylor first discussed the possible influence of the Salamander trope on Fitzgerald’s identity 
formation during the early 1920s.  
42 Butler, Gender Trouble, 22. Butler argues that the binary categorizations implicit in “stable and oppositional 
heterosexuality” propagate the notion of a universal masculine or feminine experience.  
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shoulders as a male voyeur looks on with a grin (fig. 3). The fiery red sun positioned behind the 

woman’s head is reminiscent of the halo worn by the Virgin Mary. Captioned “The girl who 

gave him the cold shoulder,” Hall Jr. satirized the concept of female purity, a once desirable trait 

that was growing increasingly antiquated. Perhaps his drawing encouraged the rising tide of 

aspiring flappers–or salamanders–to walk through the fire of youthful inhibition—for only when 

she resisted might she get burned. Like Hall Jr., Scott was one of the players largely responsible 

for capturing the spirit of the Jazz Age and shaping a generation of young women eager to 

conform to fashionable societal ideals.43 Not surprisingly, these two men were well acquainted, 

and the synchronicity between their creative production is exemplified by the book jacket that 

Hall Jr. illustrated for Scott’s anthology of short stories entitled Tales of the Jazz Age (1922) (fig. 

4). Here, a frenzy of party-goers smoke, drink, and dance. As such, a closer examination of 

Scott’s early book jackets further illustrates how Fitzgerald came to embody archetypal idealized 

femininity.  

Scott routinely blurred the lines between fact and fiction in his writings (a strategy that 

Fitzgerald would adopt a decade later in her own literary pursuits). In a 1922 New York Tribune 

article, Fitzgerald offered her review of Scott’s latest novel, The Beautiful and Damned. In her 

commentary, she quipped, “It seems to me that on one page I recognized a portion of an old 

diary of mine which mysteriously disappeared shortly after my marriage, and also scraps of 

letters which, though considerably edited, sound to me vaguely familiar. In fact, Mr. Fitzgerald–I 

believe that is how he spells his name–seems to believe that plagiarism begins at home.”44 

Admittedly, Scott based many of his heroines on Fitzgerald. Following a bidding war over the 

 
43 “John Hall Jr. and the Jazz Age,” Norman Rockwell Museum featured on Traditional Fine Arts Organization, 
2002, http://www.tfaoi.com/aa/3aa/3aa364.htm. Butler, Gender Trouble, 17.  
44 “Mrs. F. Scott Fitzgerald Reviews ‘The Beautiful and Damned,’” New York Tribune, 1922. Reproduced in 
Matthew H. Bruccoli, The Romantic Egoists (New York: Scribner’s Sons, 1974), 100. 
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use of Fitzgerald’s diary entries–from which Fitzgerald was notably absent–a possessive Scott 

claimed that he reserved the right to use these excerpts in his stories. Scott benefitted from his 

wife’s personal musings by covertly integrating her diary entries into his prose, but in a much 

more visible manner the book jacket for The Beautiful and Damned (1922) (fig. 5) illustrated by 

artist William E. Hill also made use of Fitzgerald’s likeness. In a letter to his editor, Scott 

expressed his displeasure with the illustration featured on the book jacket, writing, “The more I 

think of the picture on the jacket the more I fail to understand his drawing that man. The girl is 

excellent of course–it looks somewhat like Zelda but the man, I suspect is a sort of debauched 

edition of me. . . I suppose Hill thought it would please me if the picture looked like Zelda and 

me.”45 Indeed, the cover features a woman who strongly resembles Fitzgerald; she sits cross-

legged with one hand perched on her hip and the other caressing her neck. She exudes an air of 

confidence while the man opposite her crosses his arms over his chest, closing himself off from 

the viewer. Although complimentary to the female figure, Scott criticized the unflattering 

rendering of the male.  

Hill had illustrated the book jackets for two of Scott’s earlier publications, This Side of 

Paradise (1920) (fig. 6) and Flappers and Philosophers (1920) (fig. 7). Both covers feature a 

young woman with bobbed hair, a soft round face, and heart-shaped lips who is similar in 

appearance to that of a young Fitzgerald. Upon the publication of This Side of Paradise, Scott 

had inquired with editor Maxwell Perkins as to whether the book jacket illustration would “look 

like the real Rosalind,” the female protagonist loosely modeled after Fitzgerald.46 Scott’s 

conflation of “wife” with “protagonist” likely informed the development of Fitzgerald’s 

 
45 F. Scott Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dear Max (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971), 52-53.  
46 Ibid., 25.  
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performative identity and led to her assertion in Save Me the Waltz that she was “pure fiction.”47 

In fact, an illustration of Fitzgerald that appeared in the 1922 St. Paul Daily News is evidence of 

such widespread comparisons between Fitzgerald and the women from Scott’s literature: 

accompanied by text that reads “Mrs. F. Scott Fitzgerald tries to exemplify one of hubby’s 

flappers,” Fitzgerald is likened to one of Scott’s Jazz Age femme fatales (fig. 8). Sitting among 

bottles of alcohol, her robe slips off her shoulder as she smokes a cigarette. Her makeup is in 

keeping with the latest trends: she sports thin eyebrows, long, spidery lashes, and dark lips, and 

demurely looks just past the viewer. Similarly, Fitzgerald’s proposed illustration for the cover of 

The Beautiful and Damned (fig. 9) reveals her identification with this universal image of the 

flapper—the societal construction of performed, idealized femininity.  

In response to Scott’s displeasure with Hill’s illustration, Fitzgerald offered an alternate 

cover in which she removed the male entirely. In her interpretation, a nude woman with bobbed 

hair sits in a glass filled with champagne and holds on to the edges of the saucer. In this pencil 

and crayon drawing, thought to be a self-portrait and one of the earliest examples of her artistic 

production, Fitzgerald captured the essence of the flapper of whom she saw herself as the perfect 

embodiment.48 Even with this ebullient self-portrait, however, Fitzgerald the flapper was not 

free. Like Hill, perhaps Fitzgerald illustrated the figure of a woman in keeping with the univocal 

construction of femininity desired by Scott. However, such an overtly exaggerated display of 

sexualized femininity may suggest Fitzgerald’s awareness of the male gaze as she offered an 

ironic commentary on the objectified status of the flapper. Trapped in the glass cage of societal 

 
47 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 70.  
48 What a ‘Flapper Novelist’ Thinks of his Wife,” The Courier Journal, Louisville, September 30, 1928. Reproduced 
in Matthew H. Bruccoli, The Romantic Egoists,112. When asked in an interview with The Courier Journal which of 
Scott’s heroines she liked the best, Zelda responded, “I like the ones that are like me! That’s why I love Rosalind in 
This Side of Paradise.” She continued, “Rosalind was the original American flapper.”  
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expectation and immortalized in Scott’s black ink as a trope of ideal femininity, this early self-

rendering speaks to the expectations attached to Fitzgerald’s physical body; she is stripped bare 

and served up for the delectation of the spectator. Because Scott relied so heavily on Fitzgerald’s 

persona during the writing process, her conception (and public presentation) of self was likely 

influenced by her husband’s construction of feminine identity in his novels.  

Fitzgerald’s floating knee-deep in a flute of champagne comes as no surprise when 

considering the gamut of her wild escapades. Indeed, Fitzgerald–nude or fully clothed–was 

known on more than one occasion to have jumped into town square fountains.49 One such “dive” 

at Union Square in New York City captured the attention of artist Reginald Marsh who depicted 

the scene on the overture curtain of the 1922 production, “Greenwich Village Follies” (fig. 10). 

Here, alongside other notable Jazz Age celebrities, Fitzgerald’s body merges with the stage as 

she becomes the literal embodiment of performative spectacle and a token of Jazz Age exploits 

and female abandon.50 Beyond Union Square, Fitzgerald went for swims in New York’s 

Washington Square fountain and in her youth “held court” around the Court Square fountain that 

features prominently in downtown Montgomery.51 A sculpture of Hebe, the Greek goddess of 

youth and the cupbearer to the gods, adorns the top of the fountain as a symbol not only of 

Montgomery’s vitality, but of its belles–past and present–who served the gods with their beauty 

 
49 Elisabeth Bouzonviller, “Zelda Fitzgerald’s Self-Portraiture: A Strenuous Performance from Ink to Gouache,” in 
Text and Image in Women’s Life Writing, ed. Valérie Baisnée-Keay, Corinne Bigot, Nicoleta Alexoae-Zagni, 
Stephanie Genty, and Claire Bazin, 157-177 (London: Palgrave Macmilan, 2022), 162.  
50 Julie K. Ward, “Beauvoir’s Two Senses of ‘Body’ in The Second Sex,” in Feminist Interpretations of Simone de 
Beauvoir, ed. Margaret A. Simona (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995), 239.  
51 Cline, Her Voice, 24. “Black Lives Matter mural painted around Court Square Fountain,” WSFA12 News, June 19, 
2020, https://www.wsfa.com/2020/06/19/black-lives-matter-mural-painted-around-court-square-fountain/. Notably, 
Montgomery’s Court Square was the site of a prominent slave trade market. To honor those who were bought and 
sold on these grounds and in commemoration of Juneteenth (2020), a Black Lives Matter mural was painted around 
the Court Square Fountain. While the fountain represents the multiple historical legacies of Montgomery, including 
belledom (a sociocultural tradition from which Fitzgerald benefited), it is important to recognize the discriminatory 
systems that enabled the rise of Southern whites like the Sayre family.   
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(fig.11). In her short story, “What Became of the Flappers,” Fitzgerald describes the flapper as 

“an involuntary and invaluable cupbearer to the arts . . . the art of being young, being lovely, 

[and] being an object.”52 As illustrated on the cover of The Beautiful and Damned, Fitzgerald 

glows with youthful charm but is confined to the cup (her beauty) that she bears for her husband 

and society.53  

  

 
52 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 398.  
53 Zelda’s pet name for Scott was “Deo.” Deo translates to God in Latin; perhaps Fitzgerald ironically acknowledged 
her husband as the life-giving deity who gave rise to her personhood and identity.  
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IV. WHEN THE BOUGH BREAKS THE CRADLE WILL FALL: MOTHERHOOD 

Fitzgerald would go on to describe the flapper’s swan song in “What Became of the 

Flappers,” writing, “The flapper! She is growing old. . .. [she] has gone at last, where all good 

flappers go—into the young married set, into boredom and gathering conventions and the 

pleasure of having children.”54 Having declared the flapper deceased, Fitzgerald went where all 

good flappers went—into boredom and motherhood. She did not, however, accede to 

housewifery like she alludes. Beginning in 1923 (two years after Scottie’s birth), the Fitzgeralds 

resumed a lifestyle of overindulgence as they traversed America and Europe (primarily Paris and 

the French Riviera).55 Nevertheless, Fitzgerald’s relationship with her daughter proved to be a 

constant source of anxiety, as evident in two of her early paintings, Nursing Mother with Red 

Blanket (1932-1934) (fig. 12) and Nursing Mother with Blue Blanket (1932-1934) (fig. 13). 

These works date to the early 1930s during which Fitzgerald turned from writing to painting as 

her primary form of creative expression.   

It is necessary to understand the events that led to Fitzgerald’s turn to art. In the early 

1930s, Fitzgerald made strides in her literary pursuits, but upon the 1932 publication of Save Me 

the Waltz, a battle with Scott over the couple’s intellectual property ensued. He, too, was writing 

a novel, Tender is the Night, and was furious to learn that Fitzgerald’s story had drawn upon the 

shared experiences that he intended to incorporate into his work. During a counseling session in 

1933, Scott and Fitzgerald discussed this dispute. Here he asserted, “I am the professional 

 
54 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 399.  
55 Wanger-Martin, An American Woman’s Life, 63.  
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novelist, and I am supporting you. That is all my material. None of it is your material.”56 Clearly, 

Scott was not supportive of Fitzgerald’s literary pursuits when they impinged upon his artistry, 

and he demanded that she stop writing fiction. However, he encouraged her artistic exploits, 

even buying her art supplies and arranging an exhibition of her work in March 1934.57 Fitzgerald 

did not swear off writing after her confrontation with Scott, but by leaning into the role of artist, 

she illustrated her life experiences in a fashion that Scott would not condemn. Her written words 

had been undermined, but because Fitzgerald’s autobiographical use of paints did not pose any 

apparent threat, she was able to take possession of her image and express herself in a way that 

only she could censor. Interestingly, in both Save Me the Waltz and her unpublished religious 

manuscript Caesar’s Things (ca.1940s and several years after Scott’s death), Fitzgerald cast 

Scott (fictionalized as David and Jacob, respectively) as a fine artist rather than a writer. I refer 

back to Butler’s assertion that “there is only a taking up of the [master’s] tools where they lie;” 

by conceiving of Scott as an artist, Fitzgerald took up the tools of her master that lay within 

reach (that is, painting and drawing) in order to challenge societal expectations of the feminine 

body through her expressive figural works. By using these tools, her artistic production became a 

means through which she revisited and reconstructed her bodily truths. Although she did not 

produce art with any frequency until the 1930s, many of Fitzgerald’s paintings speak directly to 

her lived experiences of the mid-late 1920s, and I draw upon these works to illustrate her shifting 

conceptions of the female body. Because I conceive of Fitzgerald’s disillusionment with the 

obligatory role of “mother” as one of the catalysts that began to destabilize her previous 

 
56 Milford, Zelda, 273. This conversation was transcribed. 
57 Cline, Her Voice, 342-33. This exhibition entitled Parfois La Folie Est La Sagesse (Sometimes Madness is 
Wisdom) showcased thirty-five of Fitzgerald’s works and was held at Cary Ross’s 86th Street gallery in New York 
City. Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 45. In 1933 prior to the opening of Parfois La Folie Est La Sagesse, 
Fitzgerald exhibited at The American Art Association’s Spring Salon and the Baltimore Museum of Art.   
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identifications with traditional feminine roles, an analysis of Fitzgerald’s Nursing Mother 

paintings must precede subsequent discussions of her search for autonomy vis-à-vis intensive 

ballet training from 1927-1930. Accordingly, an examination of these two paintings (although 

completed a decade after she gave birth to her daughter) contextualizes the anxieties surrounding 

Fitzgerald’s changing role in society and introduces the notion that she began to use her artistic 

production as a canvas upon which she performed her most authentic expressions of self. 

That motherhood was an innate, beneficial undertaking for all women was perhaps the 

most inescapable universal mythologization that Fitzgerald faced during her early adulthood. In 

The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir maintains that motherhood is not a natural obligation, and 

she equates such sociocultural suppositions with those of advertising ploys in which children are 

commodified and maternity signals an adherence to social codes of prescribed femininity.58 In 

fact, one of the “bitter ends” that signaled the demise of a flapper’s invincible youth was 

motherhood, and through her writing and art, Fitzgerald expressed the unease that she felt while 

performing such a role. In Caesar’s Things, Fitzgerald characterizes babies as threatening, 

domineering forces. She alleges that “the town where she was born is a bower of babies. The 

babies coo and sputter and appropriate things, ideas and ways things could be, and dominate the 

front stoops and proclaim sovereignty over the street corners.”59 These descriptions continue, 

with Fitzgerald using words like “tyranny” and “despotism” to describe the sinister nature of the 

infant. She further conceives of herself as under the control of fledgling forces who, too, demand 

from her acts of public performance, and she bemoans that “[the children] like their parents to be 

fashionable, if one notices, taking a proprietary air in the mutual appurtenance of a mother on 

 
58 Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 523.  
59 Pike, The Subversive Art, 155.  
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parade.”60 Fitzgerald wrote Caesar’s Things during an intense period of religiosity, and the 

manuscript is often deemed indiscernible by scholars. However, rather than dismissing the work 

from this period as incoherent, Deborah Pike suggests that this prose could be classified as a 

form of automatic writing.61 If this is the case, Fitzgerald reveals her unconscious (albeit highly 

exaggerated) associations between children and her own fearful submission to motherhood. 

Moreover, Nursing Mother with Red Blanket and Nursing Mother with Blue Blanket–two 

paintings after the style of Madonna and Child images–further explore the anxieties that 

Fitzgerald felt while fulfilling the role of mother. Here she views herself in light of what she is 

not: she does not consider herself in keeping with society’s definition of saint-like, sacrificial 

maternity. Beauvoir wrote at length on the challenges that maternity posed to women’s 

autonomous identity formation, and she argues that while motherhood could be a positive, 

beneficial undertaking for some, women could also become disempowered “passive instruments” 

owing to the socioeconomic conditions surrounding maternity.62 Nevertheless, the theorist 

contends that the “sacred rights of the mother”– through which women supposedly gain societal 

recognition equal to that of men–falsely position motherhood as women’s only opportunity for 

glorification and emancipation.63 Despite demands that mother and child be inextricably linked, a 

child does not necessarily rest safely and comfortably in its mother’s arms, as evident in 

Fitzgerald’s nursing mother portraits. I suggest that through these artworks, Fitzgerald addressed 

the insurmountable expectations of such divine, innate maternity propagated by society, but 

disputed by Beauvoir.64  

 
60 Ibid., 156.  
61 Ibid., 154.  
62 Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 506, 525. While men were expected to work, women were historically bound to the 
confines of the household, and their bodies were viewed as instruments of passive reproduction.   
63 Ibid., 525.  
64 Ibid. 
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While the baby in Nursing Mother with Blue Blanket is supported by its mother’s sinuous 

hands and contentedly sits atop her chest, its counterpart in Nursing Mother with Red Blanket 

dangles from the swollen breasts of its large, broad-shouldered mother. The mother–whose arms 

hang helplessly by her side–is unsure of how to handle the child. Perhaps Nursing Mother with 

Blue Blanket depicts Mary and baby Jesus whereas Nursing Mother with Red Blanket represents 

Fitzgerald and Scottie. In western Christian religious traditions, the color blue is associated with 

the Virgin Mary, the epitome of sacred maternity.65 Red also typically colors the garments of 

Mary and the Christ Child in Renaissance imagery; however, unlike Marian blue, red does not 

symbolize purity and spiritual divinity. Rather, red–as a signifier of the blood of Christ shed for 

the sinful on Earth–connotes themes of martyrdom and suffering.66 Feeding comfortably from 

the mother’s breast, the baby wrapped in sacral blue opens its hand and extends its index finger 

gesturing the sign of peace. The blue blanket sweeps across the picture plane and swaddles 

mother and child. In Nursing Mother with Red Blanket, both figures appear transparent and the 

tint of the background shines through their skin, but instead of eliciting feelings of holiness, the 

picture is dominated by melancholy. As noted, both mother and child appear ill at ease; the 

threateningly red blanket is draped over the figure’s arm, and the baby is left clinging to its 

mother, relying on its own strength to nurse. A halo-like half circle adorns each of the women’s 

heads as a reminder that her social status–like Mary’s saintly status–was dependent upon her role 

as a mother. Whereas the halo of the mother draped in blue gently cascades past the nape of her 

neck and guides the viewer’s eye to the baby resting on her chest, the mother in red wears a halo 

 
65 Pike, The Subversive Art, 193, 231. In a diary entry entitled “God is the Perfect Comprehension,” Fitzgerald notes 
the spiritual significations of various colors; here she equates the color blue with the Madonna.  
66 Tanja Jones, “Florence: The Urban Environment, the Cathedral Complex Cimabue, Giotto, Andrea Pisano,” 
(lecture, The University of Alabama, 19 January 2022). Fitzgerald, “Choreography of an Idea: Resumé.” Fitzgerald 
again discusses the psychological significance of colors, and she describes the color red as threatening and capable 
of invoking a sense of danger.  
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that has been broken down the middle and now wields sharp, jagged edges. Likewise, the cracks 

that had formed as a result of Fitzgerald’s disassociation from motherhood threatened to 

destabilize her sanctity as a wife and mother.  

In “The Laugh of Medusa,” French feminist theorist Hélène Cixous maintains that female 

creators cannot distance themselves fully from the role of “mother.” Here Cixous writes that 

“there is always within her at least a little of that good mother’s milk. She writes in white ink.”67 

Despite the seemingly limiting spirit of her sentiments, Cixous also extends the call for women 

to embrace their status as both female and mother–notwithstanding the challenges associated 

with these titles–so that they may challenge the trappings of domesticity traditionally assigned to 

women.68 Although these mother and child portraits, painted not in white ink but with white 

paints, arise from within the tradition of Madonna and Child imagery, Fitzgerald challenged the 

sacred motherly figure common throughout visual tradition by acknowledging her feelings of 

perceived inadequacy and invisibility within a society that valued women based on their 

maternal contributions.  

  

 
67 Hélène Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa,” Signs 1, no. 4 (Summer 1976): 881. 
68 Legleitner, “The Cult of Artistry,” 132.  
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V. RING AROUND THE ROSY: THE BALLET 

 From the fast, twisting steps of the Charleston that characterized her lively, frenzied years 

as a flapper to the slow dandle that rocked a young Scottie to sleep, the footwork of such a life 

choreographed by societal expectations proved uninspiring to Fitzgerald. Consequently, 

following her introduction in 1927 to Madame Lubov Egorova, former principal dancer and head 

of Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes school in Paris, Fitzgerald embarked on a fervid, three-year 

pursuit to become a professionally trained ballerina—an endeavor that would test her physical 

and emotional fortitude and challenge her very conception of the feminine body. Fitzgerald may 

have resumed ballet lessons out of boredom, as she claimed in a letter to Scott, but the 

explanation offered in Save Me the Waltz of protagonist Alabama’s ardent turn to dance better 

echoes the sentiments of those who witnessed Fitzgerald’s growing obsession with the sport.69 

Here she writes, “consumed by the longing to succeed as a dancer[,] it seemed to Alabama that, 

reaching her goal, she would drive the devils that had driven her–that, in proving herself, she 

would achieve that peace which she imagined went only in surety of one’s self.”70 Scott, too, 

speculated as to the motivations behind Fitzgerald’s diligent ballet training, sharing with writer 

Morley Callaghan his belief that “[Fitzgerald] wanted to have something for herself, be 

something herself.”71 Ironically, ballet is an art form ostensibly antithetical to independent self-

making as it typically demands complete physical regimentation and submission to one’s master. 

 
69 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott, Dearest Zelda, 69.  
70 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 118.  
71 Milford, Zelda, 149. Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 213. Fitzgerald echoed this claim years later when she 
explained, “I wanted dancing to belong to me.” 
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But as illustrated in her self-reflexive drawings and paintings of ballerinas, it was in the practice 

room looking glass that Fitzgerald confronted the burden of reflecting ideal femininity and began 

to redefine her performance and conception of self.  

“Do Not Touch the Looking Glass” 

“Ne Touche Pas le Miroir” 

“Non Toccare lo Specchio” 

“не трогай зеркало”  

As detailed in Save Me the Waltz, Fitzgerald and her peers had been instructed in four 

languages not to touch the large mirror that stood in front of the ballet barre.72 Because a 

woman’s mirrored reflection metaphorically represents her socially constructed identity, this 

reflection, although inextricably linked to her understanding of self, is out of reach until a 

defining act of redefinition or subversion takes place.73 Duly, some writers like Virginia Woolf 

have opined that women embody the illusive looking glass. Indeed, in the sociocultural 

environment that informed Fitzgerald’s development, a woman’s role was to reflect that which 

male hegemony deemed pleasing to look at.74 Woolf sardonically laments in A Room of One’s 

Own (1929) that “women have served all these centuries as looking glasses possessing the magic 

and delicious power of reflecting the figure of man at twice its natural size.”75 Likewise, 

Michelle Payne asserts that by looking to Fitzgerald as inspiration for his literary heroines, Scott 

transformed his wife into a looking glass that reflected stylized femininity;76 in doing so he 

 
72 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 116. 
73 Butler, Gender Trouble, 45, 71. For discussion of “fracture” in Fitzgerald’s life and writing as it pertains to her 
mirrored reflection, see McKetta, “Asymptotic,” Karen E. Tatum, “Drawing the Eczema Aesthetic: The 
Psychological Effects of Chronic Skin Disease as Depicted in the Works of John Updike, Elizabeth Bishop, and 
Zelda Fitzgerald,” J Med Humanit 31 (2010): 127-153, and Weil Davis, Living Up to the Ads, 142-185. 
74 Butler, Gender Trouble, 45.  
75 Virginia Woolf, A Room of One’s Own (Orlando: Harcourt, Inc., 2005), 35.  
76 Michelle Payne, “5’4 x 2”: Zelda Fitzgerald, Anorexia Nervosa,” 39.  
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absorbed her expressions of self, thus doubling in size. Yet, because women were discouraged 

from touching or altering their reflections, their attempts at subversion and self-making were 

villainized. For example, as Fitzgerald’s passion and urgency for ballet grew, she began 

practicing upwards of fourteen hours a day. With the desire to continue training outside of the 

studio, Fitzgerald purchased a gold Victorian mirror that she promptly placed in the front room 

of the couple’s home. However, such an overt display of corporeal effort proved bothersome to 

Scott who referred to the looking glass as her “whorehouse mirror.”77 Clearly, Scott deemed 

Fitzgerald’s physical pursuits and self-fixated gaze inherently threatening and sexually 

subversive. Perhaps it became clear that in order to interrupt the paradigm of her own 

objectification, Fitzgerald had to obliterate the ideal, feminine body through repeated acts of 

subversion achieved first through dance and later through art. In her examination of Beauvoir’s 

Second Sex, Butler explores the notion of woman as “the other.” She claims that while the male 

could transcend his corporeal identity, women “[embodied] corporeality itself. This redundancy 

becomes their essence.” Thus, Fitzgerald’s purposeful obliteration of the body was inherently 

subversive.78 By conceiving of Fitzgerald’s numerous paintings and drawings of the ballerina’s 

body as reflections of an evolving performance of gender and identity (created after she was 

ordered to give up dance following her first mental breakdown in 1930), one can observe how 

Fitzgerald’s use of a tactile medium that she deemed the “expression of the inexpressible” 

 
77 Wagner-Martin, An American Woman’s Life, 99, 108. Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 201.The Fitzgeralds returned 
to the United States from Europe in the early months of 1927 and took up residence in Delaware. Here, Fitzgerald 
continued her ballet training with American ballerina Catherine Littlefield (a former pupil of Egorova) before 
returning to Madame’s studio in Paris in April 1928.   
78 Butler, “Sex and Gender,” 44. 
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granted her the ability to touch, manipulate, and reinterpret the self and illustrate the realities of 

an aspiring dancer past her prime.79  

Ballerinas (fig.14) features two nude figures who, standing on what appears to be a stage, 

have thrown off their yellow and pink tutus. Similarly in Ballerinas Dressing (fig.15), a group of 

five nude bodies is suspended in a fractured, angular space. In the process of removing their 

ballet tights and unlacing their slippers, the dancers appear to strip away layers of flesh. When 

Fitzgerald drew herself as the heroine in Scott’s novel, The Beautiful and Damned, she depicted 

herself as the embodiment of the flapper and equated her body with ideal femininity in 

accordance with Scott’s narrative. Now Fitzgerald’s ballerina figures (with whom she identified) 

strip off the outward signs of femininity to reveal the unglamorous body beneath. The illustrated 

bodies are distorted; the figures’ arms are abnormally long, the legs are bulbous, and the muscles 

bulge as if they will burst. The dancers’ feet look as if they belong to giants, and their tiny heads 

rest upon broad, bony shoulders. Some critics have deemed these works grotesque; indeed, 

Fitzgerald intended for these works to elicit a visceral reaction. When asked why she chose to 

paint a dancer with such large limbs, Fitzgerald replied, “Because that’s the way a ballerina 

feels—her feet and legs feel huge, monstrous.”80 

In Save Me the Waltz, Fitzgerald writes of the struggles that Alabama faced: “In the 

mazes of the masterful fouetté her legs felt like dangling hams; in the swift elevation of the 

 
79 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 121. Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 28. Fitzgerald, Dear 
Scott/Dearest Zelda, 275. Although Fitzgerald took her first formal art lesson during a trip to Capri in 1925 and life 
drawing lessons at Ringling Art School in 1939, she remained largely untrained in the visual arts.  
80 Jery Tillotson, “Some Call It Lousy . . . But Fans Cherish Zelda’s Art Works,” The Montgomery Advertiser, 
February 3, 1973. Among those critical of her work was the former director of the Montgomery Museum of Fine 
Arts, Dwight Stark. Vernon Blake, The Art and Craft of Drawing (London: Oxford University Press, 1927).  
Fitzgerald frequently expressed interest in capturing the essence of the human body through her art, and she heavily 
referenced one guide for figural drawing in particular—Vernon Blake’s The Art and Craft of Drawing. Because 
Fitzgerald possessed a keen awareness of anatomical verisimilitude, her corporeal exaggerations were highly 
intentional.  
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entrechat cinq she thought her breasts hung like old English dugs . . . To succeed had become an 

obsession. She worked until she felt like a gored horse in the bullring, dragging its entrails.”81 

Such acutely descriptive language read alongside the highly exaggerated figuration of 

Fitzgerald’s ballerina illustrations is reflective of what Weil Davis deems a direct result of 

imitation–that is, the self-loathing of the body.82 Fitzgerald expressed in a letter to Scott in 1932 

(around the time of Ballerinas) that in confronting her “plagaries [sic] from the sorrows of man,” 

she was disappointed in seeing her own countenance in the mirror even after a great deal of 

introspection.83 What are these plagiaries to which she refers? In The Great Gatsby, Scott uses 

similar verbiage when alluding to one’s inescapable destiny and the deficit one feels when 

imitating illusive societal ideals; he writes, “Gatsby turned out all right at the end; it is what 

preyed on Gatsby, what foul dust floated in the wake of his dreams that temporarily closed out 

my interest in the abortive sorrows and short-winded elations of men.”84 In her own 

autobiographical writing, Fitzgerald had expressed the disillusionment that she felt from sleeping 

with men and imitating women.85 In her ironic borrowing of Scott’s language, Fitzgerald 

recognized that because her identity had been plagiarized by her husband, her imitations of 

feminine performance and efforts towards autonomy had resulted in the self-loathing of the body 

and the seemingly inexorable fate to simply reflect.86  

 
81 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 144.  
82 Weil Davis, Living Up to the Ads, 157.  
83 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dearest Zelda, 150.  
84 James M. Mellard, “Counterpoint as Technique in ‘The Great Gatsby,’” The English Journal 55, no.7 (October 
1966), 856.  
85 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 111.  
86 Zelda Fitzgerald, “Choreography of an Idea,” Zelda Fitzgerald Papers, Princeton University Archives, box 3, 
folder 6. Expounding on the notion of a plagiarized identity, Fitzgerald writes in “Choreography of an Idea” that 
“from nineteen twenty-one to nineteen thirty there wasn’t a means of discussing one’s self without claiming the 
characteristics of a popular heroine.” 
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Biographical accounts of these tumultuous years of ballet training reveal the extent to 

which Fitzgerald obsessively practiced and pushed her body to the brink of collapse. The 

aspiring ballerina was gaunt (likely suffering from anorexia), bruised, and exhausted. Through 

repeated acts of bodily strain, however, she had begun to shed the skin of her erstwhile self all 

while tapping into the emancipatory and disruptive potential found in challenging and 

obliterating the ideal female body—the socially inscribed site of objectification and imitation.87 

Fitzgerald’s ballerina paintings and sketches not only illustrate the grueling realities of her 

physical pursuits, but these paintings retrospectively express her redefined performances of self. 

Staged in a similarly abstracted space as Ballerinas Dressing, the figures in Circus (1938) (fig. 

16) are even further distorted. The pair walk across thin, blue tightropes, trying to keep their 

balance. Their bodies are dramatically muscular and condensed into a flat, fractured space. The 

largest figure in the foreground has a small, bald head, and its body is so thin that its ribs mimic 

the shape of its breasts; its enlarged feet resemble the hooves of horses. The smaller figure 

painted in a purplish hue has been rendered faceless. Instead of a discernable identity, a small 

gray circle sits atop its broad shoulders.88  

Fitzgerald wrote tellingly of her ballet pursuits in Save Me the Waltz, and if the narrative 

presented is consistent with her lived experiences, it was upon her first visit to Madame 

Egorova’s dance school that she became re-entranced with dance. After observing the rehearsal 

of a ballet (written by Egorova) about an “amateur who wanted to join the circus,” Fitzgerald 

dedicated herself to the art form.89 Like the performers in Circus whose arms are outstretched to 

 
87 Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 201. Butler, Gender Trouble, 91. Arp, “Beauvoir’s Concept,” 172. Fitzgerald, The 
Collected Writings, 108. Alabama is told by a friend that she “[has] the body” for dance, a body that she “could sell 
to Cartier’s for a gold mesh sweatshirt.”  
88 Many of Fitzgerald’s ballerina figures do not have individualized faces. Perhaps Fitzgerald purposefully stripped 
them of their identities to comment on the nature of ballet in which the chorus dancers are not praised for 
individuality, but rather are encouraged to blend in.  
89 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 117.  
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keep their balance, one can imagine the precarity that may have characterized Fitzgerald’s first 

rehearsal en pointe in over a decade. “Their feet look like a tightrope walker’s gymnastics,” 

Fitzgerald writes in Save Me the Waltz when referencing two dancers.90 Indeed, it is probable 

that these figures in Circus represent dancers, and Fitzgerald compares the intricacies of a dance 

to that of walking a tightrope. However, Fitzgerald likely grew resentful of the claim that she–

like the lead in Egorova’s ballet–was an amateur.91 Later in her novel, David (the fictionalized 

Scott) brings several of his friends to watch Alabama’s dance practice, much to her dismay: “My 

lessons are not a circus,” she cried.92 Perhaps she felt as if her leaps and grande jetés were seen 

as nothing more than a spectacle to the outside observer, writing in the same passage that at the 

ballet practice, “[David] exhibited [Alabama] to his friends as if she were one of his pictures.”93 

These passages highlight the differences between Scott’s and Fitzgerald’s conception of the 

performing body: David viewed the ballerina as something to look at, while Fitzgerald subverted 

the masculine gaze by painting her ballerina figures in accordance with how she felt, confronting 

the notion of her body as an object for display.94 

 
90 Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Zelda, Montgomery: Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, 2020, unpublished 
exhibition didactic, March 24, 2020-May 31, 2020. Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 85.  
91Cline, Her Voice, 333. Fitzgerald’s collection of paintings and drawings exhibited at Parfois La Folie Est La 
Sagesse were deemed the work of an amateur, an accusation that plagued her various creative and expressive 
pursuits.  
92 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 134.  
93 Ibid, 138. Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 209. This scene was likely inspired by an incident when Sara and Gerald 
Murphy watched Fitzgerald perform at Egorova’s studio. They later remarked, “There was a grotesque intensity 
about her movements that made one nervous watching her. It was really terrible. One held ones breath until it was 
over. Thank God she couldn’t see what she looked like.”  
94 Mimi Yang, “Pain and Painting: Frida Kahlo’s Visual Autobiography,” a/b: Auto/Biography Studies 12, no. 1 
(1997): 124. Here, Fitzgerald duly acknowledged the privileged position of the painter as an upholder of voyeuristic 
traditions. Scholar Mimi Yang synthesized James Onley’s and Michel de Montaigne’s musings on the nature of “I” 
and “the self” in self-referential portraiture, and she argues that “the ‘I’ must become split into the spectacle and the 
spectator, the viewed and the viewer, the subject, and the object.” Perhaps Fitzgerald, too, occupied the position of 
both spectator and performer (as is the case with many artists producing autobiographical or self-referential work). 
However, in keeping with her evolving notions of body, femininity, and display, Fitzgerald used her privileged 
position as “creator” and “viewer” to redefine the ways that she as “object” was consumed. 
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It was at Fitzgerald’s 1934 exhibition Parfois La Folie Est La Sagesse (the largest 

exhibition of her works held during her lifetime) that her artworks garnered their most public 

viewing. Among the thirty-five paintings and drawings featured, numerous figural works were 

shown including Dancer, Girl on Flying Trapeze, Chinese Theater Acrobats, Ballet Figures, 

Etude Arabesque, Feuété, Two Figures, Nude, Two People, and Study of Figures.95 The opening 

of this exhibition signaled Fitzgerald’s awareness that the performances of self, now portrayed 

through visual means, demanded an audience. Typically, performance is classified by space, 

spectator, and performer.96 When considering Fitzgerald’s lived acts of performance (like 

dancing on stage or jumping into a fountain), space, spectator, and performer are easily 

defined. Yet, when applying the term performance to the visual realm (in this case, visual is 

equated to a flattened two-dimensional plane), the spectator (imagined or realized) is not as 

readily known. In the case of Parfois La Folie Est La Sagesse, the audience consisted of Scott 

and the Fitzgeralds’ friends. Due to the show’s largely negative reception, those in attendance 

can be understood as more broadly representing the watchful eye of a paternalistic society that 

reinforced the idealized expectations typically demanded of a body on display: namely, that it be 

pleasing for visual consumption. The Murphys were among those in attendance who were 

disturbed by Fitzgerald’s corporeal renderings, with Gerald describing the figures in Chinese 

Theater Acrobats as monsters “out of a nightmare.”97 Since childhood, Fitzgerald had been aware 

of the gaze, and she had eagerly and easily engaged with self-spectacle throughout her 

adolescence and early adulthood. However, Fitzgerald was now conscious that her visceral, 

stylized renderings of the body diverged from acceptable displays of femininity, and the 

 
95 It is unknown if Fitzgerald’s extant artworks were among those included in the exhibition. 
96 Caitlin Hicks, message to author, April 26, 2022. 
97 Cline, Her Voice, 344.  
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audience’s critical reception likely drove Fitzgerald to further subvert the objectification intrinsic 

to the performance of gender and self.98  

 The bodies of Fitzgerald’s three ballerina oil paintings starkly contrast with images of 

dainty flappers perched in glasses of champagne or smoking beauties gracing the covers of Life 

(figs. 2 and 3). No longer embodiments of conventional feminine display, Fitzgerald’s ballerinas 

are androgynous and unconcerned with the audience’s gaze. If their genders are unclear, their 

identities are even further obscured, with their faces lacking individuality and delineated, 

distinguishing features. For example, the bodies in Ballerinas Dressing melt into a discarded 

mass of peach-colored skin reminiscent of Pablo Picasso’s Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (1907) 

(fig. 17).99 Similarly condensed into a shallow, fragmented space, the overlapping flesh of 

Picasso’s painted women has been rendered threatening as the figures strike provocative poses 

and stare menacingly at the viewer. Deemed highly subversive when unveiled to its European 

audience, the image exploited the growing anxieties of white, heterosexual men who feared 

losing control over women’s “passive” bodies. Stylistically, Picasso continued the artistic 

experimentation of Henri Matisse in which he dissolved the figure-ground relationship through 

the flattening of perspective.100 Fitzgerald drew upon these modern tools of spatial abstraction, 

but notably, her figures do not confront the viewer. In peeling off their ballet costumes (and 

 
98 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dearest Zelda, 319. Fitzgerald’s desire to publicly display her works (and perhaps shock 
her audience) endured. In 1939, she wrote to Scott declaring, “I will start painting again tomorrow morning with 
great enthusiasm. I still dream of one-day launching these dynamics upon the public.” 
99 Through her friendship with the Murphys (Gerald was an artist himself), Fitzgerald was (literally) introduced to 
the great modern artists of the twentieth century including Picasso, Braque, Leger, and Brancusi to name only a few; 
as a result, she was conversant with methods of artistic modernism and abstraction. Because Fitzgerald was not 
reliant upon commissions as a primary source of income, she may have been able to experiment with a number of 
artistic styles as well as visually challenge conventional notions of the feminine body. Shafer, “To Spread a Human 
Aspiration,” 30-31. Fitzgerald frequented Gertrude Stein’s rue de Fleurus apartment where she may have seen the 
studies of Les Demoiselles d’Avignon in Stein’s collection.  
100 Kenyon Holder, “20th Century Cubism,” (lecture, Troy University, September 7, 2016).   
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metaphoric skin), the dancers rid the body of the garments that clothe them in spectacle.101 

Stripping the body to its bare flesh may seemingly constitute further objectification (as in her 

cover for The Beautiful and Damned), but Fitzgerald subverts the gaze by rendering her figures 

undesirable for visual consumption. Like the pink-colored bodies in Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 

Fitzgerald’s ballerinas look as if they have been shaped from clay, the tightrope walkers made of 

wax; she sculpted the dancer’s body as a form of emotional and artistic expression that denies the 

viewer access to pleasured, illusionary looking.102  

Virginia Woolf keenly verbalized the realities that constitute daily acts of feminine 

performance that Butler later theorized, and she maintained that the body is the locus of pain 

burdened with bearing the weight of societal expectation; consequently, the site of such unending 

evolutions experiences inevitable obliteration. She writes:  

All day, all night the body intervenes; blunts or sharpens, colors or discolors, turns into 
wax in the warmth of June, garden to tallow in the murk of February. The creature within 
can only gaze through the pane–smudged or rosy; it cannot separate off from the body 
like the sheath of a knife or the pod of a pea for a single instant, it must go through the 
whole unending procession of changes, heat and cold, comfort and discomfort, hunger 
and satisfaction, health and illness, until there comes the inevitable catastrophe; the body 
smashes itself to smithereens, and the soul (it is said) escapes.103  
 

As evident in her illustrations of motherhood as well as her numerous sketches of dancers and 

nude figures, Fitzgerald typically painted the figural body as if it were vanishing. This near 

dissolution can be seen in her Nursing Mother paintings in which the figures appear translucent 

and fragmented (for example, the right arm in Nursing Mother with Red Blanket disappears at the 

 
101 Judith Butler, “Sex and Gender in Simone de Beauvoir’s Second Sex,” Yale French Studies no. 72 (1986): 48. 
Butler, Gender Trouble, 139, 131. Butler comments on the body as the site of gender standardization and the flesh as 
the locus of evolving gender performances. She writes, “the body becomes. . . a mode of enacting and reenacting 
received gender norms which surface as so many styles of the flesh.” She continues that as a signifier of the body 
bound within social regulations, the skin is “systemically signified by taboos.” For further discussion of Fitzgerald 
and symbolism of “skin shedding” see Tatum’s “Drawing the Eczema Connection.” 
102 Brenda Schmahmann, “Casting a Glance, Diverting the Gaze: George Segal’s Representation of the Female 
Body,” American Art 12, no. 3 (Autumn 1998): 10-29. 
103 Virginia Woolf, On Being Ill (Ashfield: Paris Press, 2002), 3-4. Wagner-Martin, An American Woman’s Life, 90.  
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joint). Further, Muscular Nudes (fig. 18) features three overlapping nude bodies who stand en 

pointe while executing a dance step. Stylistically comparable to her other figural illustrations, the 

dancers’ legs and arms are large and muscular, and their genders are androgynous. Although the 

figure in front is most clearly rendered in brown pencil, its eyes are blank, and the delineation of 

its head remains incomplete. The two figures behind are nearly indistinguishable as they 

disappear into the background. Sketched while on a trip to Bermuda, the dancers in Three 

Ballerinas (fig. 19) share similar fates. Their faces are devoid of any distinguishing 

characteristics and their breasts are, as Fitzgerald described, shriveled like “dried August 

gourds.”104  

 Although the figures in two additional works, Female Figure with Flowers (fig. 20) and 

Standing Nude (fig. 23), are not identifiably dancers, it is necessary to further examine 

Fitzgerald’s treatment of the female figural nude to better understand her conception of the body 

as an evolving entity. Female Figure with Flowers features a woman whose head is encircled 

with red flowers; the black and white floral shapes that enwreathe her wrists are reminiscent of 

the pleated, silk cuffs featured in Marc Chagall’s 1917 Bella with White Collar (fig. 21). Half of 

the muscular body in Female Figure is colored yellow, with the other side an opaque white that 

matches her milky, glazed eyes. The figure in Standing Nude wears a large daisy on its wrist like 

a corsage. 105 Both Female Figure with Flowers and Standing Nude are, however, unfinished. It is 

unknown whether Fitzgerald intended for these works to remain incomplete; in their current 

 
104 Fitzgerald, The Collected Writings, 168.  
105 Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 102. Shafer wrote on the relationship between flowers and Fitzgerald’s 
balletic pursuits (Fitzgerald brought Madame Egorova flowers each day). Indeed, Fitzgerald’s paintings of flora are 
charged with deep symbolism. Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Zelda didactic. In her painting entitled Poppies 
(fig. 22), Fitzgerald transforms traditional subject matter into a unique depiction of personal expression. Nicknamed 
“the flamenco dancer,” these vibrant red poppies sweep across the canvas like spirited Spanish performers. The 
further inclusion of flowers in Female Figure with Flowers and Standing Nude suggests that Fitzgerald’s floral and 
figural subject matter can be analogized, and I suggest that Fitzgerald’s flower paintings can be studied using the 
same autobiographical method of inquiry as my investigations into her figural works.  
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states, the figures are truncated from the torso down, with only light pencil delineations 

suggestive of legs remaining. As a result, one must consider these pieces alongside two 

illustrations that Fitzgerald gave as gifts to understand her purposeful propensity for rendering 

the figural form fractured and fading away.   

 Bearing the inscription, “With kindest regards to Mr. Crowninshield,” Muscular Figure 

(fig. 24) is anatomically similar to Fitzgerald’s other depictions of the nude body. The flexed 

tendons and muscles in the figure’s right arm feature prominently, and an offshoot–much like the 

tutus in Three Ballerinas–grows out of its left hip. As in Female Figure with Flowers and 

Standing Nude, the figure’s legs converge into a tail-like mass, and the light pencil markings that 

outline the left hand and right leg are scarcely visible. The recipient Frank Crowninshield, editor 

of Vanity Fair under its owner Condé Nast, was friendly with the Fitzgeralds.106 Nevertheless, 

neither the specifics regarding Fitzgerald’s relationship with Crowninshield nor the occasion of 

the artwork’s dedication is documented, but if deemed an appropriate display of Fitzgerald’s 

affection, the work is presumably refined and complete despite its “unfinished” qualities. Further 

evidence of this conscious stylistic choice is found in a Christmas card that Fitzgerald designed 

for Dr. Mildred Squires, her psychiatrist at Johns Hopkins’ Phipps Clinic with whom she 

maintained a positive relationship.107 Inscribed “Mildred Squires Wishes You a Merry 

Christmas,” the card features a nude figure whose exaggerated long limbs hold a candle and a 

wreath (fig. 25). Fitzgerald chose to exclude the figure’s head from the holiday drawing in a way 

that emphasizes the fragmentation of the body. As shown by these two works, the physical 

 
106 Kurth and Livingston, An Illustrated Life, 44.  
107 Milford, Zelda, 213. Fitzgerald dedicated Save Me the Waltz to Dr. Squires, for it was under her care and 
encouragement that the novel was written.  
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trauma of intense ballet training and the obliteration of the body is purposefully re-enacted onto 

the canvas as a reflection of Fitzgerald’s lived experiences and evolving performance of self.  
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VI. ALL THE KING’S HORSES AND ALL THE KING’S MEN: MENTAL HEALTH 
STRUGGLES 

 
“And then the end happened,” Fitzgerald wrote in a letter to Scott as she recounted the 

mental and physical breakdown that led her to seek psychiatric intervention first at Malmaison in 

Paris in 1930, followed by a prompt relocation to Valmont and Prangins in Switzerland and a 

later hospitalization at Phipps Clinic with Dr. Squires.108 Suffering from hallucinations, paranoia, 

nervous tics, and nightmares, Fitzgerald was diagnosed with schizophrenia and found in need of 

“re-education.”109 Such a process was thought capable of remedying a woman’s malaise by 

assimilating her back into the traditional societal roles of devoted wife and doting mother. Upon 

her release from Prangins in 1931, Fitzgerald’s mental health struggle was deemed the “reaction 

to her feelings of inferiority (primarily toward her husband),” and her balletic ambitions were 

characterized as “self-deceptions [that] caused difficulties between the couple.”110 Moreover, 

Fitzgerald was considered an inadequate homemaker due in large part to her confessed attraction 

and dedication to Egorova. In September 1930, Fitzgerald sent Scott a forty-two-page exposé in 

which she mused on the miseries and merriments shared throughout their then ten-year marriage. 

From many a pleasant luncheon at the St. Regis to constant quarrels in Cannes, Genoa, Monte 

 
108 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott//Dearest Zelda, 72. Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 225-26. Pike, The Subversive Art, 79. 
Following her stay at Phipps, Fitzgerald was transferred to Craig House (Beacon, NY, 1933), followed by Shepard 
and Enoch Pratt Hospital (Towson, MD, 1936), and finally Highland Hospital (Asheville, NC, 1936-1940, self-
admitted 1940-1948).  
109 Milford, Zelda, 161, 167, 201. Dr. Oscar Forel made these diagnoses at Prangins from 1930-31. Fitzgerald wryly 
told Scott, “You’ll have to re-educate me.”  
110 Ibid., 191. Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 236, 351. While the details of Fitzgerald’s “re-education” treatment are 
not known, it was by no means the only therapy prescribed. Heavy drugging, hydrotherapy, and electroshock 
therapy were among the common psychiatric tools used throughout American and European sanitariums in the 
1920s and 1930s, with many women deemed “hysteric” or “schizophrenic” falling victim to the very treatments that 
were intended to heal.  
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Carlo and Paris, Fitzgerald’s recorded memories are punctuated by a telling reminiscence. “I 

began to like Egorova,” she wrote. “On the boat going back I told you I was afraid that there was 

something abnormal in the relationship and you laughed.”111 Fitzgerald’s primary psychiatrist at 

Prangins echoed the tenor of early-mid twentieth century social codes wherein being gay was 

perceived as an anomalous sexual orientation; Dr. Oscar Forel noted in Fitzgerald’s patient 

report that “homosexuality [was] a symptom of the disease—just as Madame Egorova was the 

first lesbian passion after the onset of the disease.”112 Fitzgerald often expressed the emotional 

and physical torture that she experienced during her fourteen-month institutionalization at 

Prangins. Repeatedly she wrote to Scott and Dr. Forel pronouncing dissatisfaction with her 

course of treatment:  

Can't you please explain to me why I should spend five months of my life in sickness and 
suffering seeing nothing but optical illusions to devitalize something in me that you 
yourself have found indispensable and that my husband has found so agreeable as to 
neglect shamefully his wife during the last four years. . . .Why does my husband and 
other people find that, what was so satisfactory for them, is not the thing for me–and if 
you do cure me, what's going to happen to all the bitterness and unhappiness in my heart–
it seems to me a sort of castration, but since I am powerless, I suppose I will have to 
submit, though I am neither young enough to think that you can manufacture out of 
nothing something to replace the song I had.113  
 

The demands of paternalistic desirability–including heterosexual relations, submission to male 

authority, and aesthetic displays of femininity to which Fitzgerald once adhered–had since been 

subverted. Fitzgerald’s doctors (and a like-minded Scott) sought to “devitalize” her body once it 

 
111 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dearest Zelda, 70.  
112 Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 238, 220. Cline, Her Voice, 247. Pike, The Subversive Art, 95. Fitzgerald, Dear 
Scott/Dearest Zelda, 86. Fitzgerald was well acquainted with the circle of lesbian and bisexual authors, artists, and 
socialites in 1920s Paris, several of whom included Romaine Brooks, Natalie Barney, Emily Vanderbilt, and Dolly 
Wilde. While Fitzgerald was a patient at Prangins, Scott was frequently consulted by Fitzgerald’s doctors. In one of 
their many exchanges, Scott expressed to Dr. Forel his speculation that Fitzgerald’s expressions of lesbian attraction 
were manufactured: “I am assuming that the homosexuality is merely a symbol–something that she invented to 
fulfill her slowly developing schizophrenie [sic].”  
113 Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 240.  
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ceased to indulge them, and they demonized her sexuality when it proved no longer satisfactory 

for male hegemonic consumption.  

Six months after her release from Prangins, Fitzgerald entered Johns Hopkin’s Phipps 

Clinic in Baltimore, Maryland. Under the initial care of Dr. Squires and psychiatric consultant 

Dr. Fredric Wertham, Fitzgerald’s therapy included a multitude of creative pursuits including 

painting. Likely a derivative of Wertham’s diagnostic mosaic test, a largely unstudied collection 

of watercolors attributed to Fitzgerald (thought to have been created while at Phipps) should not 

be read as indicators of underlying mental health problems like Wertham intended. However, the 

significance of these paintings as tools of therapeutic expression should not be overlooked, as 

they offer insights into what may have constituted Fitzgerald’s most vulnerable performance to 

date. 114 Each of these works employs a limited color palette, and swaths of pink, blue, yellow, 

black, and green pigments brightly saturate the backgrounds. Le Sport (fig. 26) features a large, 

central figure (presumably male) whose left arm hangs by his side with his thumb bent 

backwards. His right hand, suggestive of a phallus, protrudes from his groin. Tennis rackets, a 

golf club, and an arrangement of letters that spell “Le Sport” surround the man, and a telling 

inscription on the verso reads, “Il etait un jeune Americain / qui n'avait besoin de rien!” [He was 

a young American / who didn’t need anything]. “The criminal thumb / Le Sport” [in blue pencil]. 

Kendall Taylor suggests that this work was inspired by a confrontation between Fitzgerald and 

her tennis instructor, but I submit two alternative theories that contextualize the painting’s 

subject matter within the milieu of gender anxiety and marital discord.115 The self-assured jeune 

 
114 Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 42. Arp, “Beauvoir’s Concept,” 167. While at Johns Hopkins, 
Wertham pioneered the mosaic test, a psychiatric exercise in which a patient arranged colored woodblocks into 
different patterns. The resulting designs were studied as manifestations of mental illness and used as diagnostic tools 
(often resulting in diagnoses of schizophrenia). Painting could be a component of these tests.  
115 Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 268-269.  
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américain featured in Le Sport clearly proved a source of angst and agitation for Fitzgerald—

much like Scott’s aloofness during her early periods of institutionalization. “You had other 

things: drink and tennis,” she quipped.116 Further references to Scott’s palpable detachment are 

littered throughout her letters written from Prangins: “The last two days I’ve had bromides and 

morphine but it doesn’t do any good. —All because nobody ever taught me to play tennis. When 

I’m most miserable there’s your game to think of,” and “if you want an idea of what it’s like, you 

might pass up your next tennis game. . . you might even come here,” are among her most 

scathing pleas for acknowledgement.117  

As if debris from a nearby explosion, the volitant tennis rackets, golf club, and abstract 

lettering in Le Sport add to its frenzied composition. The ascenders, serifs, and ties of the 

scattered alphabet are pointed and stylized, and Fitzgerald has given eyes and mouths to several 

of the letters. In addition to the menacing face contained within the letter “O,” the 

anthropomorphic “L” presents a direct threat to the figure’s phallus; the letter’s beak-like mouth 

is open and poised for attack.118 Sexual innuendos illustrating the (often male) fear of castration 

were not unique to Fitzgerald’s artistic lexicon but rather demonstrated her knowledge and 

subversion of the male artist’s modernist treatment of the erotic, sexually sinister female body. A 

popular visual metaphor in Surrealist imagery, the female praying mantis (an insect known for 

devouring its male mate) symbolized the dangers that women were believed to pose to man’s 

intact masculinity.119 Inspired by Freudian notions of distorted, baleful sexuality, Picasso’s Bust 

 
116 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott, Dearest Zelda, 72.  
117 Ibid., 96. Taylor, Sometimes Madness, 241.  
118 Fitzgerald, Save Me the Waltz, 180. Additionally, in Save Me the Waltz, Fitzgerald writes on the threatening 
nature of letters and words. While in the hospital recovering from a ballet-induced breakdown, letters that spell out 
the word “sick” threateningly taunt Alabama. Fitzgerald writes that “the word ‘sick’ effaced itself against the 
poisonous air and jittered lamely about . . . ‘Sick’ turned and twisted about the narrow ribbon of the highway like a 
roasting pig on a spit, and woke Alabama gouging at her eyeballs with the prongs of its letters.” 
119 Ruth Markus, “Surrealism’s Praying Mantis and Castrating Women,” Woman’s Art Journal 21, no. 1 (Spring-
Summer 2000): 33.  
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of a Woman and Self Portrait (fig. 27) and Seated Bather (fig. 28) are two works in which the 

female body is rendered as a disfigured, destructive force; in both depictions, the women’s faces 

are subsumed by their open, biting mouths. Although Fitzgerald drew upon the Surrealists’ fears 

of castration and emasculation in Le Sport, she adapted the narrative propagated by 

predominantly male artists of the time.120 Instead of using a woman’s body to signal impending 

sexual violence, Fitzgerald weaponized text, the very building blocks of Scott’s novels (and the 

signifier of his manhood), to render the young American powerless.121  

Further, I suggest that the subject matter of Le Sport may also illustrate the lasting 

influence of the Ballet Russes in Fitzgerald’s life years after she discontinued her training. Upon 

Diaghilev’s death in 1929, the Ballets Russes faced an uncertain fate, and Fitzgerald’s dreams of 

earning a principal role in the company were suddenly extinguished. This disappointment may 

have contributed to her mental collapse, but it certainly did not extinguish her passion for dance 

or lessen her regard for the ballet company. Diaghilev’s 1924 production of Le Train Bleu 

parodies the frivolity of the 1920s and tells the love story of a female tennis player and male golf 

player who travel by train to the south of France; clearly, the tennis rackets and golf club of Le 

Sport could be interpreted as signifiers of this performance.122 Perhaps Fitzgerald acknowledged 

that while the lifestyle of youthful indulgence promulgated by Scott’s fiction left him satisfied, 

she turned to the ballet because she longed for more. An additional watercolor from Phipps 

 
120 Kenyon Holder, “The Nineteenth Century,” (lecture, Troy University, February 8, 2018).  
121 Ashley Lawson, “The Muse and the Maker: Gender, Collaboration, and Appropriation in the Life and Work of F. 
Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald,” The F. Scott Fitzgerald Review 13, no. 1 (2015): 8, 13, 18, 19. To Scott, the markers of 
“masculinity” were professionalism, hard work, and sustained intellectual control. He believed himself in possession 
of such characteristics because of his advanced societal position as a successful writer of  
longform fiction. 
122 “Le Train Bleu (ballet in one act),” Library of Congress, accessed 4 February 2022, http://www.loc.gov/item/ihas
.200185253/. Wagner-Martin, An American Woman’s Life, 164-5. Fitzgerald was familiar with Le Train Bleu, 
writing in an unpublished essay, “It hasn’t been very long since tennis made its appearance in the arts. The Russian 
Ballet introduced the world of amateurs to the aesthetic possibilities and the spiritual gratifications inherent in a 
perfectly coordinated debut twelve years ago in a ballet named ‘Le Train Bleu.’”  
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Clinic entitled Profile of a Woman (fig. 29) is fashioned after the “oriental” designs of the Ballet 

Russes’ principal artist, Leon Bakst (fig. 30), and stylistic similitudes between the two works 

include the woman’s stylized whorled hair, dark eyebrows, and straight nose.123 That Fitzgerald 

turned to this style of illustration during psychiatric therapy suggests an internalization of 

Bakst’s artistry and a continued fluency in the language of performativity that had been deemed 

destructive. As a result of these repeated disruptions of hegemonic authority, Fitzgerald’s 

erstwhile conception of self and womanhood had begun to fade; soon, “girl mystary” [sic] would 

take the stage.  

As Fitzgerald sought to redefine the parameters that constituted her feminine 

performances, she continued to challenge and manipulate the boundaries of the body. As a result, 

the partial obliteration of the female body seen in her other figural works was fully realized in 

Girl Mystary (fig. 31), one in the series of watercolors painted at Phipps Clinic. Using a similarly 

stylized typeface to Le Sport, Fitzgerald scattered letters that together spell “girl mystary” among 

vibrant blots of pink, green, and blue pigments.124 In this illustration, Fitzgerald captures the 

fleeting moments of stillness after her body has smashed itself to smithereens. The fragments of 

her obliterated body float through the air like confetti, and the soul has escaped; now no longer 

bound within a barrier of flesh, Fitzgerald is Girl Mystary. In Gender Trouble, Butler maintains 

that the surface of the body is a politically and socially regulated variable, and she presents 

cultural theorist Mary Douglas’s argument that “any discourse that establishes the boundaries of 

the body serves the purpose of instating and naturalizing certain taboos regarding the appropriate 

limits, postures, and modes of exchange that define what it is that constitutes bodies.”125 Through 

 
123 Shafer, To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 44. 
124 While the misspelling of “mystery” was intentional (Fitzgerald underlined the ‘a’ in “mystary” on the work’s 
verso), the motive behind her orthographic divergence remains unknown.  
125 Butler, Gender Trouble, 131.  
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the redefinition and abstraction of the body, Fitzgerald weakened her dependence on the fixed 

constructs of acceptable feminized expression. However, such subversions of “compulsory 

systems” were not without consequence—as Butler asserts, “society regularly punish[es] those 

who fail to do their gender right.”126 Fitzgerald was aware of the prejudices that accompanied her 

aberrant bodily performances, and she questioned why “medical jurisdiction ha[d] the right to 

social judgement and punishment.”127 Now othered by her ostensive failures and cast into the 

shadows, Fitzgerald did not, however, leave the stage: rather, she stepped into the spotlight.  

  

 
126 Ibid., 131-32. Despite working to disrupt repressive standards imposed by an adherence to idealized femininity, 
Fitzgerald continued to construct (and benefit from) her whiteness. Although punished for performing her gender 
“incorrectly,” she continued to occupy a privileged position in society because of her standing as a middle/upper-
class white woman.  
127 Ibid., 140. Fitzgerald, Dear Scott, Dearest Zelda, 332.   
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VII. SHE SHALL HAVE MUSIC WHEREVER SHE GOES: THE LASTING INFLUENCE OF 
THE BALLETS RUSSES 

 
I don’t do anything but start over, having enough new beginnings to create new worlds 

by this time.128 

Beginning in the early 1940s, paper doll, story book, and fairy tale subject matter came to 

dominate Fitzgerald’s oeuvre. These playful compositions painted in bright, eye-catching colors 

are imbued with a youthful exuberance that would have delighted any child, particularly a 

young-Fitzgerald who wished to perform picture recitals as a grown woman. Following her 

breakdown, Fitzgerald was forced to leave the stage; the lights dimmed, the music faded, and she 

believed her song stolen.129 However, according to Butler’s and Beauvoir’s theories of gender 

formation, “woman itself is a term in process, a becoming, a constructing that cannot rightfully 

be said to originate or end.”130 Fitzgerald’s storybook scenes are the means through which her 

identity evolved and her performance endured. Because her artistic output, much like her fiction, 

was largely autobiographical, these artworks inspired by classic children’s tales allowed her to 

continue illustrating her lived experiences from the safety of fiction. Fitzgerald cast herself as the 

lead and stepped back into the spotlight all while shielding her body from the objectification 

inherent to acts of feminine performance.131  

 
128 Zelda Fitzgerald to Oscar Kalman, August 1945, Minnesota Historical Society.  
129 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dearest Zelda, 96. At Fitzgerald’s behest, Scott wrote Egorova to inquire if his wife 
possessed the potential to become a professional dancer. Egorova admitted that Fitzgerald could never become a 
first-rate ballerina. To this, Fitzgerald lamented, “Dancing has gone and I’m weak and feeble.” 
130 Butler, Gender Trouble, 33.  
131 McKetta, “Asymptotic,” 38, 125. While McKetta offers an in-depth discussion of the relationship between fairy 
tales and Save Me the Waltz, she briefly introduces the idea that Fitzgerald may have turned to fairy tale subject 
matter in her artistic production because of the safety that these tales offered from the viewer’s gaze.  
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While Fitzgerald’s use of oils (although infrequent) may have been considered an 

exercise in classical (masculine) artistic practice, approaches to visual storytelling like paper 

doll-making and were considered simple women’s crafts.132 However, Fitzgerald again employed 

the tools that were within reach to serve as implements of expression and performance. In the 

mid-late 1930s and 1940s, neither Scott nor Fitzgerald held a steady income. In order to continue 

painting, Fitzgerald worked almost exclusively with gouache and paper, as these materials 

proved more cost-effective. In 1939, she informed Scott of the high cost of art supplies, writing 

that “oil paints cost $5 [per] canvas; and about $4 paint and oil–is a very expensive field and is 

therefore in an abeyance that I trust to be temporary–I paint watercolors.”133 Paint watercolors 

she did; beginning in 1927, Fitzgerald began designing paper dolls for Scottie, later continuing 

the tradition for her grandson, Thomas (b. 1946).134 The first known set of paper dolls features 

Louis XIV and his courtly companions, each outfitted with one or two lavish costumes, while the 

likes of Hansel and Gretel, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, and King Arthur and His Knights of 

the Round Table were painted in the early-mid 1940s. Stylistically, these playthings are painted 

in Fitzgerald’s characteristically exaggerated hand. Their dramatically rendered bodies are 

anthropomorphic and gangly, the limbs are muscular, and the extremities are disproportional. 

Perhaps Fitzgerald thought of the characters as a troupe of dancers, flamboyantly dressed and in 

 
132 Kerra Davis, “Paper Dolls a’Plenty,” Antiques & Collecting Magazine 104, no. 4 (June 1999): 45.  
133 Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dearest Zelda, 318. Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 31-32. Nevertheless, 
Fitzgerald considered her works worthy of display, and on numerous occasions her paper dolls were exhibited at the 
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts and the Montgomery Women’s Club. Kurth and Livinston, An Illustrated Life, 
83. Further, Fitzgerald inquired with Maxwell Perkins about publishing a book of her paper dolls. “Would you be 
kind enough to advise me what publishers handle such ‘literature’ and how to approach?” she asked. Fitzgerald 
understood that because an illustrated children’s book would not have encroached on Scott’s literary celebrity, such 
a publication could have awarded her the opportunity to disseminate her work and further narrate her life stories. 
Although this book was never realized in Fitzgerald’s lifetime, her granddaughter, Eleanor Lanahan, has fulfilled her 
grandmother’s wishes with the forthcoming publication of The Paper Dolls of Zelda Fitzgerald (November 2022).    
134 Kurth and Livingston, An Illustrated Life, 113.  
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position, ready to come to life and tell a story.135 Indeed, numerous commonalities between these 

paper dolls and the costume designs of the Ballets Russes support my assertion that through her 

paper proxies, Fitzgerald continued her performance while employing the visual language of her 

beloved ballet. Take Morgan Le Fay (fig. 32) and Percival (fig. 33), two characters from 

Fitzgerald’s series depicting King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table.136 While the 

figures’ androgynous features work to subvert the gender binaries implicit in classical ballet, 

Fitzgerald’s artistry remained indebted to the Ballets Russes.137 For example, the dolls’ static 

positioning, long arms, muscular legs, and large feet are reminiscent of artist Natalia 

Goncharova’s character drawings for the ballet Le Coq d’or (1914) (fig. 34). This likeness is 

further evident when one compares the styling and body proportions of Fitzgerald’s Little Red 

Riding Hood (fig. 35), Musketeer (fig. 37), and Cardinal Richelieu paper dolls (fig. 38) with 

Goncharova’s and Mikhail Larinov’s designs for Le Coq d’Or and Chout (figs. 36 and 39), 

respectively.138 In fact, Honoria Murphy (daughter of Sara and Gerald Murphy) recounted to 

author Sally Cline that Goncharova’s “strong shapes and flamboyant colors” intrigued 

Fitzgerald, and Larinov’s “intense powerful colors” were mimicked by Fitzgerald in her artistic 

production.139  

 
135 Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 79-87.  
136 “Morgan-le-Fay,” Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, Google Scholar, accessed March 14, 2022. The 
enchantress Morgan La Fay is known in Arthurian legend as the half-sister of King Arthur. La Fay (Fata Morgana) 
is often pictured with loose hair–a marker of her deviant sexuality. Rather than adhering to these artistic 
interpretations, Fitzgerald emphasized the figure’s muscularity and painted La Fay without the characteristics typical 
of a femme fatale. By contrast, Fitzgerald depicted the male knight Percival with long eyelashes and brightly rouged 
cheeks and lips. 
137 Kurth and Livingston, An Illustrated Life, 83. In her Goldilocks and the Three Bears paper doll series, Fitzgerald 
drew Papa Bear in a red dress and a bonnet (fig. 40). Fitzgerald, Dear Scott/Dearest Zelda, 324-5. In a 1940 letter to 
Scott, Fitzgerald expressed her lasting interest in the affairs of the Ballets Russes, writing, “Scottie sent me a 
program of the Ballets Russe. This will never cease pulling at my heart-strings: not that I wish it would.”  
138 Mary Chamot, Goncharova Stage Designs and Painting (London: Oresko Books Limited, 1978), 12. Russian 
artists Natalia Goncharova and Mikhail Larinov were the chief designers of several Ballets Russes productions.  
139 Cline, Her Voice, 157, 177-78. In 1925, Fitzgerald had the opportunity to view a catalogue of Larinov’s set 
designs for the Ballets Russes. Because Larinov and Goncharova were partners, it can be assumed that Fitzgerald 
knew of Goncharova’s work, likely having seen her designs in person.  
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Beyond her paper dolls, Fitzgerald’s illustrated scenes from storybooks and fairy tales 

teem with a whimsical flurry of dramatically rendered creatures and characters. Elisabeth 

McKetta notes that “[Fitzgerald’s] life material blends with fairy tale or myth material, becoming 

so closely interwoven that the two materials are no longer separate stories, and the lines of fact 

are no longer so starkly defined.”140 Having employed autobiographical methods of expression 

throughout her artistic career, these images painted near the end of her life can be interpreted as 

culminating performances enacted through visual means. Shafer suggests that Fitzgerald’s 

“Goldilocks and The Three Bears (fig. 41),” “The Three Little Pigs (fig. 42),” and “Three Little 

Kittens” (fig.43) may double as family portraits in which she, Scott, and Scottie could live 

happily together.141 Such autobiographical interpretations are particularly germane to 

Fitzgerald’s Alice in Wonderland paintings; the six extant works in the series include Pool of 

Tears, Advice from a Caterpillar, A Mad Tea-Party, The Queen’s Croquet-Ground, The Lobster 

Quadrille, and Who Stole the Tarts (figs. 44-49). In each, Alice wears a pink tutu and ballet 

slippers, and in many scenes she and the other figures appear to dance across the picture planes. 

Because Fitzgerald cast Alice as a dancer, it is likely that she identified with the heroine. Indeed, 

after meeting and marrying Scott, Fitzgerald’s life was filled with a host of personalities, 

jumbled paths, and an endless supply of bottles labeled “drink me.” After her breakdown, 

Fitzgerald was “othered” and thereafter considered an outsider in Wonderland.142  

Fitzgerald often referred to her paintings as “choreography in color,” writing that “the 

absolute psychological response to color will be able to lead the eye in choreography as a ballet-

 
140 McKetta, “Asymptotic,” 192.  
141 Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 138.   
142 It is interesting to consider Fitzgerald’s continued identification with characters from literature as a lasting 
consequence of Scott’s appropriation of her persona for his fiction.  
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master leads the body.”143 Fitzgerald’s granddaughter, Eleanor Lanahan, similarly remarked that 

“Zelda’s compositions were so suggestive of dramatic stage sets—her use of primary colors so 

bold—that I sensed, even then, the poetry of her every endeavor.”144 Accordingly, there are 

numerous striking similarities between Fitzgerald’s storybook and fairy tale paintings and the 

stage designs of the Ballets Russes. Indeed, the backgrounds are reminiscent of painted stage 

sets: in her Alice in Wonderland paintings, Fitzgerald delineates the dynamic, animated 

characters in the foreground from the flat scenery in the background. The action that takes place 

towards the center of the picture planes is flanked by scenic elements and swaths of color 

reminiscent of stage curtains.145 By clothing Alice in the easily recognizable garb of a ballerina 

and by employing bright colors reminiscent of Goncharova’s and Larinov’s vividly colored sets, 

Fitzgerald clearly conceived of her paintings as picture recitals in which Alice and the cast of 

Wonderland perform for the viewer.146 Many of Fitzgerald’s other storybook and fairy tale 

illustrations are painted in a similar manner. The figures in Mary Had a Little Lamb (fig. 50) and 

Puppeufée (fig. 51) closely resemble Alice; they wear ballet costumes and face forward as if 

performing full front before an audience. Further, the red and white striped framing device in 

Puppeufé resembles Goncharova’s proscenium designs (fig. 52).147  

A stylistic peculiarity apparent not only in her storybook and fairy tale paintings but also 

in the majority of her figural works further situates Fitzgerald’s artistic production within the 

 
143 Somenzi, Choreography in Color. Fitzgerald, “Choreography of an Idea: Resumé.”  
144 “Zelda By Herself: The Art of Zelda Fitzgerald,” International Arts and Artists, accessed March 11, 2021, 
https://www.artsandartists.org/exhibitions/zelda-by-herself/#summary. Cline, Her Voice, 345. Fitzgerald’s 
illustrated children’s scenes were not the only works described as theatrical performances. In a review of 
Fitzgerald’s exhibition, Parfois La Folie Est La Sagesse, Time described one painting entitled Football as “an 
impression of a Dartmouth football game [which] made the stadium look like portals of a theatre, the players like 
dancers.” 
145 Shafer, “To Spread a Human Aspiration,” 92. 
146 Ibid., 96.  
147 Cline, Her Voice, 177-178. Seidel, “Performing Art.” 145, 148. Pike, The Subversive Art, 187.  
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discourse of performativity. Notably, the heads of Fitzgerald’s figures are often unnaturally tilted 

backward with their chins raised upward. Some scholars have suggested that this pose 

symbolizes a state of unconsciousness or bliss, but I argue that in order to understand this 

creative mannerism, one must again look to the Ballets Russes and specifically, Le Train Bleu.148 

Picasso’s Two Women Running on the Beach (The Race) was featured on the stage curtain of Le 

Train Bleu. Here, two women run across a rocky terrain that overlooks an expanse of deep blue 

ocean and cloud-filled sky (fig. 53). Their white robes slip off of their large, stocky bodies, and 

they hold hands as they throw their heads back. As noted by Musée Picasso, these figures are 

Maenad followers of Dionysus, the Greek God of wine and pleasure.149 For these worshippers, 

dance expressed their ecstasy and devotion to their patron, and their acts of adoration were often 

commemorated in Greco-Roman relief sculptures (fig. 54). The Ballets Russes clearly identified 

with this imagery. Prior to the unveiling of Two Women in 1924, Picasso’s cover art for the 

Ballets Russes’ 1921 May season program also featured six Maenad women, the middle of 

whom is enraptured by euphoria (fig. 55). Such subject matter, however, was likely chosen for 

the Le Train Bleu curtain, a ballet that satirized Jazz Age culture, to comment on the uninhibited 

lifestyles of the decade’s most infamous bacchants–of whom the Fitzgeralds reigned supreme. 

That Fitzgerald may have gleaned inspiration from Picasso’s Hellenic paintings further 

foregrounds the performative identities of the figures throughout her oeuvre and, in part, justifies 

my assertion that Fitzgerald’s artworks were an extension of her performative identity.150  

 
148 Seidel, “Performing Art,” 154.  
149 Emilie Bouvard, “Deux Femmes Courant sur la Plage (La Course), Été 1922,” Musée Picasso Paris, March 2014.  
150 Rachel Herschman, “Introduction,” in Hymn to Apollo: The Ancient World and the Ballets Russes, ed. Clare 
Fitzgerald (New York, Princeton: Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University and 
Princeton University Press, 2019), 20. Throughout the Ballets Russes’ twenty-nine year tenure under Diaghilev, the 
company performed numerous ballets inspired by the ancient world including L’Apres-midi d’un Faune (1912), 
Daphnis et Chloé (1912), Cléopâtre (1909), Narcisse (1911), and Apollon Musagète (1928). As previously 
mentioned, Fitzgerald’s Profile of a Woman was also clearly inspired by the classical world as interpreted and 
performed by the Ballets Russes.   
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In the late 1930s and 1940s, Fitzgerald experienced what many believed to be illness-

induced bouts of intense religiosity during which she began seeing visions and believed herself 

to be God’s messenger to the world. Her spiritual zeal came in waves, peaking in the mid-1940s, 

and it was during this time (1946-48) that she created her religious tableaux, a series of works 

intended to illustrate the abstract concepts of morality and virtue to her grandson. While often 

dismissed as visual representations of Fitzgerald’s mental illness, Shafer posits that many of 

these religious works, specifically Adam and Eve (fig. 56), can be read autobiographically. In 

this work on paper, a nude man and woman standing in the Garden of Eden are surrounded by 

vibrantly rendered trees, animals, and red fruits. A gray sinuous form with large eyes, 

representative of the evil serpent, separates the pair. It is tempting to assume that Fitzgerald’s 

depiction of Adam and Eve alludes to Scott, herself, and their once-blissful relationship, yet in 

keeping with Fitzgerald’s self-referential artwork, it is likely that she continued to express her 

lived experiences through Biblical stories. In fact, Fitzgerald had begun writing act one of a play 

set in the Garden of Eden, and although undated and unfinished, this written work demonstrates 

Fitzgerald’s belief that the characters of Adam and Eve possessed great performative potential as 

characters in her autobiographical visual production.151 By continuing her performance of self 

through her illustrations of children’s literature and Bible stories, Fitzgerald’s stolen song had 

returned. Although as a child, Fitzgerald vowed to give picture recitals instead of musicals, by 

 
151 Zelda Fitzgerald, "Act I, the Garden of Eden," undated, Princeton University Archives, box 3, folder 3. Pike, The 
Subversive Art, 225. Owing to her life-long penchant for performative expression, it is not surprising that Fitzgerald 
conveyed her religious experiences through choreographic and artistic articulation. For example, in an undated diary 
entry uncovered by Deborah Pike, Fitzgerald drafted lighting designs for her self-authored ballet entitled God is the 
Perfect Comprehension. Fitzgerald, “Choreography of an Idea: Resumé.” Further prevalent throughout Fitzgerald’s 
religious writings from the 1940s are her frequent adulations of an artist’s privileged status. She believed an artist in 
possession of the god-like ability to uncover life’s spiritual mysteries and lead the soul towards enlightenment and 
sanctification, writing: “The purpose of the artist is to increase the horizons of the soul. . . and convey the cosmic 
origins of a work of art’s inspiration in terms of the life about us.” Clearly, Fitzgerald clearly conceived of artistic 
expression as innately autobiographical (illustrating the life around her) and an integral (and divinely inspired) 
means of sharing her truths and experiences.  
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dancing on stage as Alice, Mary, Eve, and even a little pink pig, she would, in fact, have music 

wherever she went.  
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

Having successfully fled from the vanities of ideal femininity to which she was expected 

to adhere, Fitzgerald would twice revisit self-portraiture throughout the 1940s. When compared 

with the numerous portraits of Fitzgerald executed by male artists some two decades prior, her 

illustrations are striking. By comparison, Gordon Bryant’s 1922 drawing depicts Fitzgerald as a 

priestess of the Jazz Age, recognized not by a crown but by her bobbed hair (a symbol of the 

flapper’s modernity) (fig. 57). Similarly in his 1927 portrait, Harrison Fisher portrays Fitzgerald 

as a glamorous Gibson Girl, the flapper’s fin-de-siecle predecessor (figs. 58 and 59). Both 

artists’ portraits functioned as displays of stylized, standardized beauty that reflected the hyper-

feminine tropes emulated by early-twentieth-century women. Diverging from these works, 

Fitzgerald’s later self-portraits (both entitled Self-portrait) can be viewed as reclamations of 

identity (figs. 60 and 61). For instance, both male artists drew Fitzgerald in profile, rendering her 

passive and unable to meet the eyes of the viewer. Although Fitzgerald mimicked the techniques 

of Bryant’s and Fisher’s works by picturing herself from the neck up (perhaps to discourage the 

objectification of the body), she gazes directly at the audience. Fitzgerald’s appearance is not 

idealized; rather, the aged harshness of her features indicates a growing awareness of self. 

Recently, literature scholar Elisabeth Bouzonviller has claimed that Self-portrait (fig. 61) 

represents the fragmentation of Fitzgerald’s identity. I argue the contrary: this work can be 
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viewed as one of Fitzgerald’s final acts of emancipation.152 Her piercing blue-gray eyes cut 

through the picture plane, confront the viewers, and draw them near. Her thin mouth is narrowly 

open; listen closely to the stories that Fitzgerald has told through her paintings, for they bare the 

imprints of her shifting conceptions of the body, gender, and identity.  

Indeed, painting was a tool that allowed Fitzgerald to continue her performances of 

gender and selfhood (an ongoing process as theorized by Butler). She used the canvas as a stage 

upon which she expressed her evolving experiences with the body as the socially inscribed site 

of feminine display. Fitzgerald’s penchant for performative expression is evidenced not only by 

her life story, but through her creative production. While much literature has been dedicated to 

her major and minor fiction, I call for greater art historical interpretations of her visual 

production. Rather than turning to her writings as Fitzgerald’s most authoritative and lasting 

voice, a closer examination of her paintings can reveal the ways that she interacted with and 

embodied performance while illustrating her subversions, obliterations, and reclamations.  

Throughout her life, Fitzgerald often found herself at the junction between shadowed 

expression and repression from “order, light, and man.” As my research drew to a close, I began 

looking to the women in my life with the desire to meet them in the shadows and understand how 

they, too, had been measured on a sunbeam. One such timely illumination from my mother has 

offered insights as to how Fitzgerald (and perhaps many women) may have found the tranquility 

of spirit to step back into the spotlight. “Maybe the longer I live, the more my cumulative life 

experiences allow for a greater appreciation of the interplay of sun and [. . .] shadow. My life 

stories allow me to find solace in the dissonance and rest in the resolution.”153 

  
 

152 Bouzonviller, “A Strenuous Performance from Ink to Gouache,” 170.  
153 Diane Orlofsky, A Joyous Exchange: The Art of Collaboration, eds. Diane Orlofsky and Jerry Johnson (Troy: 
Johnson Center for the Arts, 2014), 100, exhibition catalogue.  
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FIGURES 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Excerpt from Zelda Fitzgerald’s childhood scrapbook, box 7, Princeton University 
Archives.  
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Fig. 2. John Hall Jr., She left home 
under a cloud, Life, October 1, 1925.   

Fig. 3. John Hall Jr., The girl who gave him the 
cold shoulder, Life, 1923, gouache, Library of 
Congress.  
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Fig. 4. John Hall Jr., dust jacket for Tales of the Jazz Age, 1922.  
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Fig. 5. W.E. Hill, dust jacket for The 
Beautiful and Damned, 1921. 
 

Fig. 6. W.E. Hill, dust jacket for This Side 
of Paradise, 1920.   
Fig. 7. W.E. Hill, dust jacket for Flappers 
and Philosophers, 1920.  
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Fig. 8. Junior League Rehearsal, 1922, published in The Daily News, St. Paul, Minnesota, 
reproduced in The Romantic Egoists.  
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Fig. 9. Zelda Fitzgerald, Proposed Book Jacket for The Beautiful and Damned, 
1921, crayon and pencil on paper.  
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31

WHERE ALL THOSE QUEER ARTISTS LIVE
TARTING in the upper left-hand corner of the opposite page. the two people
working on a dummy, in the shop with the masks and swords on the walls,
are Peter Mijer and Dorothy Armstrong. At their right, the four men

walking together down Fourteenth Street are Claude McKay, negro poet, Max
Eastman, writer, Floyd Dell, and Mike Gold, Editor of The Liberator. To the
right of them is Jefferson Market, and The Pirates’ Den with Don Dicker
man, proprietor, in the basement. The little head in the window at the top of
(If by chance you are really interested, you will find the entire list on page 152)

Fig. 10a. Reginald Marsh, So this is that Greenwich Village where all those queer artists live, 
Harper’s Bazaar, October 1922, page 83.  
Fig. 10b. (DETAIL) Reginald Marsh, So this is that Greenwich Village where all those queer 
artists live.  
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Fig. 11. Court Square Fountain, Montgomery, Alabama, 2022, photograph by 
author.  
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Fig. 12. Zelda Fitzgerald, Nursing Mother with Red Blanket, 1932-34, gouache on 
paper, Collection of Kristina Kalman Fares.      
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Fig. 13. Zelda Fitzgerald, Nursing Mother with Blue Blanket, 1932-34, gouache on 
paper, Johns Hopkins Campus Collection.  
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Fig. 14. Zelda Fitzgerald, Ballerinas, 1933, oil on canvas, Montgomery 
Museum of Fine Arts.   
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Fig. 15. Zelda Fitzgerald, Ballerinas Dressing, 1941(?), oil on canvas, Private 
Collection.    
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Fig. 16. Zelda Fitzgerald, Circus, 1938, oil on canvas, Montgomery Museum 
of Fine Arts.    
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Fig. 17. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 1907, oil on canvas, Museum of 
Modern Art, New York.     
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Fig. 18. Zelda Fitzgerald, Muscular Nudes, 1932-34, gouache and pencil 
on paper, Johns Hopkins Campus Collection.    
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Fig. 19. Zelda Fitzgerald, Three Ballerinas, 1933, pencil on paper, Collection 
of Eleanor Lanahan.     
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Fig. 20 (LEFT). Zelda Fitzgerald, Female Figure with Flowers, 1932-34, gouache and pencil 
on paper, Johns Hopkins Campus Collection.    
Fig. 21 (RIGHT). Marc Chagall, Bella with White Collar, 1917, oil on linen canvas, Centre 
Pompidou.      
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Fig. 22. Zelda Fitzgerald, Poppies, undated, oil on canvas, Montgomery 
Museum of Fine Arts.       
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Fig. 23. Zelda Fitzgerald, Standing Nude, unknown date, watercolor over 
graphite on paper, Johns Hopkins Campus Collection.    
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Fig. 24. Zelda Fitzgerald, Muscular Figure, 
mid-1930s, watercolor and gouache on gray 
paper, Collection of Roy and Janice Rudolph.  

Fig. 25. Zelda Fitzgerald, Christmas Card, 1932(?), black ink with white gouache on 
gray wove paper, Harvard Art Museum, The Fredric Wertham Collection, Gift of his 
wife Hesketh, Photo ©President and Fellows of Harvard College, 1987.56.10.  
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Fig. 26. Zelda Fitzgerald, Le Sport, 1932-34, watercolor over graphite on off-white 
wove paper, Harvard Art Museum, The Fredric Wertham Collection, Gift of his wife 
Hesketh, Photo ©President and Fellows of Harvard College, 1987.56.1. 
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Fig. 27. Pablo Picasso, Bust of a Woman 
and Self-Portrait, 1929, oil on canvas, 
Private Collection.  

Fig. 28. Pablo Picasso, Seated Bather, 1930, 
oil on canvas, Museum of Modern Art.  
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Fig. 30. Leon Bakst, Costume Design for Daphnis and 
Chloë, 1913, pencil and watercolor on paper, Victoria 
and Albert Museum.  
 

Fig. 29. Zelda Fitzgerald, Profile of a Woman, 
1932-34, watercolor over graphite on off-white 
paper, Harvard Art Museum, The Fredric Wertham 
Collection, Gift of his wife Hesketh, Photo 
©President and Fellows of Harvard College, 
1987.56.3. 
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Fig. 31. Zelda Fitzgerald, Girl Mystary, 1932-34, watercolor over graphite on 
off-white wove paper, Harvard Art Museum, The Fredric Wertham Collection, 
Gift of his wife Hesketh, Photo ©President and Fellows of Harvard College, 
1987.56.7. 
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Fig. 32 (ABOVE LEFT): Zelda Fitzgerald, Morgan La 
Fay, 1941, watercolor and graphite on paper, Montgomery 
Museum of Fine Arts, Gift of Mrs. Frances Fitzgerald 
Smith, 1986.4.6.2 
Fig. 33 (ABOVE RIGHT). Zelda Fitzgerald, Percival, 
1941, watercolor and graphite on academy board, 
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Gift of Mrs. Frances 
Fitzgerald Smith, 1986.4.1.2 

Fig. 34. Natalia Goncharova, Costume for a Peasant 
Woman in Le Coq d’Or, 1914, National Gallery of 
Australia, Canberra.   
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Fig. 35 (LEFT). Zelda Fitzgerald, Little Red Riding Hood, 1940s, gouache on poster board and 
paper, Collection of Cecilia L. Ross.  
Fig. 36 (RIGHT). Natalia Goncharova, Costume Design for Le Coq d’Or, ca. 1914, watercolor and 
body-color on card, Victoria and Albert Museum, London.   
 

Fig. 37 (LEFT). Zelda Fitzgerald, Musketeer #1, 1940s, gouache on poster board and paper, 
Collection of Cecilia L. Ross.  
Fig. 38 (MIDDLE). Zelda Fitzgerald, Cardinal Richelieu, 1927, Collection of Eleanor Lanahan.  
Fig. 39 (RIGHT). Mikhail Larinov, Le Soldat, 1921, Programme officiel des Ballets russes de 
Serge Diaghilew: quatorzième saison, Théaâtre de la Gaîté-Lyrice, mai 1921.  
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Fig. 40. Zelda Fitzgerald, Papa Bear, 1940s, gouache on poster board and paper, Collection of 
Eleanor Lanahan.    
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  Fig. 41. Zelda Fitzgerald, Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears, gouache on paper, 
1940s, Collection of Cecilia L. Ross.  

Fig. 42. Zelda Fitzgerald, The Three 
Little Pigs, gouache on paper, 1940s, 
Collection of Eleanor Lanahan.  

Fig. 43. Zelda Fitzgerald, Three Little 
Kittens Found Their Mittens, gouache on 
paper, 1940s, Collection of Eleanor 
Lanahan.  
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Fig. 45. Zelda Fitzgerald, Advice from a Caterpillar, 1940s, gouache on paper, 
Collection of Cecilia L. Ross.  

Fig. 44. Zelda Fitzgerald, The Pool of Tears, 1940s, watercolor and gouache on paper, 
Collection of Cecilia L. Ross.  
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Fig. 46. Zelda Fitzgerald, A Mad Tea Party, 1940s, watercolor and gouache on paper, 
Collection of the Family of Francis S. Fitzgerald Smith. 
 

Fig. 47. Zelda Fitzgerald, The Queen’s Croquet-Ground, 1940s, watercolor and gouache on 
paper, Collection of the Family of Francis S. Fitzgerald Smith. 
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Fig. 48. Zelda Fitzgerald, The Lobster Quadrille, 1940s, watercolor and gouache on paper, 
Collection of the Maier Museum of Art at Randolph College, Lynchburg, VA.  

Fig. 49. Zelda Fitzgerald, Who Stole the Tarts, 1940s, watercolor and gouache on paper, 
Collection of Cecilia L. Ross.  
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  Fig. 50. Zelda Fitzgerald, Mary Had a 
Little Lamb, 1940s, watercolor and 
gouache on paper, Collection of the 
Family of Francis S. Fitzgerald Smith. 
 

Fig. 51 (MIDDLE). Zelda Fitzgerald, 
Puppeufee, 1940s, watercolor and 
gouache on paper, Collection of the 
Family of Francis S. Fitzgerald Smith. 
Fig. 52 (BOTTOM). Natalia 
Goncharova, Le Coq d’Or stage design, 
1914, gouache, watercolor, and pencil 
on board.  
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Fig. 53. Pablo Picasso, Two Women Running on the Beach (The Race), 1922, gouache on 
plywood, Picasso Museum, Paris.    
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Fig. 55. Pablo Picasso, untitled drawing published 
in Programme Officiel des Ballets Russes de 
Serge Diaghilew: Quatorzième Saison, Théâtre de 
la Gaîté-Lyrice, May 1921, Gallica. 
 

Fig. 54. The Dance of the Maenads, 120-140, white 
marble, Prado Museum.   
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Fig. 56. Zelda Fitzgerald, Adam and Eve, 1946-48, watercolor and gouache on paper, 
Collection of the Family of Frances S. Fitzgerald Smith. 
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Fig. 57. Gordon Bryant, Zelda Fitzgerald, 1922, published in Metropolitan Magazine, June 1922.    

Fig. 58 (LEFT). Harrison Fisher, Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald, 1927, conte crayon on paperboard, National 
Portrait Gallery, Washington, DC.  
Fig. 59 (RIGHT). Marjorie Fitzgerald, untitled sketch after a Charles Dana Gibson drawing, pen and 
ink, reproduced in Bruccoli’s The Romantic Egoists.  
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Fig. 60. Zelda Fitzgerald, Self-portrait, pencil on paper, early 1940s, The Scott and Zelda 
Fitzgerald Museum, Montgomery, AL.  
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 Fig. 61. Zelda Fitzgerald, Self-portrait, gouache on paper, early 1940s, Princeton 
University Archives.  


